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The need is great for a rehabilitation/learning center for the Lubbock 

comr iunity. The nearest facility is in Austin which is almost 370 miles 

away. 

Without specialized help at the proper age, the blind and deaf can 

be severely marked for life. With the help of the facility, the child 

can be kept at the same level as the normal child in the public school. 

The facility can also teach social behaviors as well as educational and 

job related skills. 
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GOALS 

to make the facility as self sufficient as possible 

easy access to off campus activities and services 

to provide a visual landmark and sense of pride for the community 

to enhance all three schools on the site 

to allow non deaf students use of the facility 

to have easy access to all parts of the facility 

to provide protection from traffic 

to allow the students in the dorms to make their own personal space more 
livable for themselves 

to permitstudents, through design, to communicate among themselves 

give educational opportunity to blind and deaf comparable to hearing 
students 

to improve chance of young blind and deaf (prepare) to live normal as 
possible lives 

to take a potential segregated minority and gradually place in societies 
mainstream 

to help the advantitiously blind and deaf to accept their handicap and 
to deal with the situation 

to create an environment that the blind and deaf can and will thrive in 

OBJECTIVES 

to provide service to the multi-handicapped 

to have access to deaf communication devices 

to provide housing for those students needing it 

to combine some activities of all three schools on the site 

to incorporate passive solar and shading devices 

to use trees as wind breaks and visual barriers 

to use significant amount of trees on the site 



to use significant amount of landscape in the parking lots 

to specialize education, but not segregate from society, community 

to train high-school-age vocational skills and ready them for further 
education or jobs 

to train, help and ready the blind for education in public schools 

to train students to use the sight and hearing available, to the fullest 

to test and evaluate students/infants 

to be user oriented 
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CASE STUDIES 

Case 1: 
Project: Model Secondary School for the Deaf (MSSD) 
Location: Washington D.C. 
Owner/Client: Gallaudet College 
Architect: HTB, INC; project architect- James N. Freehof 
Engineers: Smilsova, Kehnemui & Associates- structual 

Schabel Engineering Associates- foundation and soils 
Herbert L. Arey- mechanical 
Richard H. Freidin- electrical 

Building Size: approx. 230,000 sq. ft. 

Case 2: 
Project: The National Technical Institute for the Deaf 
Location: Rochester, N.Y. 
Owner/Client: Rochester Institute of Technology 
Architect: Hugh Stubbins & Assoc. 
Engineers: Le Messurier & Assoc. 
Building Size: approx. 128,250 sq. ft. 
Cost: 25.3 million dollars ($197/sq. ft.) (1975) 

Case 3: 
Pro ject : I l l i n o i s Regional L ibrary f o r the Blind & Physical ly Handicapped 
Locat ion: Chicago, 111. 
Owner/Client: C i ty of Chicago 
Arch i tec t : Stanley Tigerman & Assoc. 
Engineers: James Mitchel l 
Bui ld ing Size: 32,000 sq. f t . 
Cost: 1.9 m i l l i o n do l la rs ($59/sq. f t . ) (1977) 

Case 4: 
Pro ject : Carro l l Center f o r the Bl ind 
Locat ion: Newton, Mass. 
A rch i tec t : Graham Gund Assoc. Inc. 
Engineers: SCI/Le Messurier Assoc. 
Cost: $40/sq. f t . (1982) 

Case 5: 
Pro ject : Bromley Hall School 
Locat ion: London, England 
Arch i tec t : Hubert Bennett, Greater London Council 
Engineers: E.W. Bunn 
Bui ld ing Size: 17,740 sq. f t . 
Cost: £121,011 ($257,750- $14.50/sq. f t . ) (1969) 



Case 6: 
Pro ject : Chi ld Development and Rehabi l i ta t ion Center 
Locat ion: Por t land, Oregon 
Owner/Client: Univ. of Oregon Medical Center 
A rch i tec t : Campbell-Yost & Partners 
Engineers: R.R. Bradshaw Consulting Engineers of Oregon- s t ructura l 

Keith Krucheck, I n c - mechanical 
Klawa-Mehlig & Assoc- e lec t r i ca l 

Bui ld ing Size: 143,410 sq. f t . 
Cost: 3.7 m i l l i o n do l la rs ($26/sq. f t . ) (1971) 

Case 7: 
Project: Greenwood Secondary School 
Location: Toronto, Ontario 
Architects: Fairfield and DuBois 
Engineers: Morrison, Hershfield, Burgess & Huggins- structual 

Eduards Perkons & Assoc, Ltd.- mechanical 
D.E. McGregor & Assoc Ltd,- electrical 

Size: 84,467 sq. f t . 
Cost: 2.07 m i l l i o n do l la rs (24.50/sq. f t . ) (1973) 

Case 8: 
Pro ject : San Piet ro al Natisone Student Housing 
Locat ion: San Piet ro al Natisone, I t a l y 
Owner/Client: San Piet ro al Natisone 
Arch i tec t : Mi tchel l /Giurgola 
Engineers: ING. Gaspere di Gaspero- structual 

ING. A t t i l i o Colombo- mechanical 
Size: 35,000 sq. f t . 

Case 9: 
Project: Middlebury Elementary School 
Location: Middlebury, Conn. 
Architect: Tai Soo Kim- Hartford Design Group 
Engineers: Burton & VanHorn 
Cost: 3.72 million dollars (1983) 

Case 10: 
Project: The North End Community School 
Location: Springfield, Mass. 
Owner/Client: Springfield School Building Commission 
Architect/Engineer: The Perkins & Will Partnership 

Case 11: 
Project: Wildwood School; Aspen, Colo. 
Designer: Robert Lewis, educator/biologist 



INTRODUCTION to CASES 

Case 1; MSSD was created by Federal action "to improve educational 
opportunities for handicapped students (in an environment) comparable 
to hearing students." The major design element of this building is the 
use of^ balconies for observation. It facilitates 600 students with 450 
living in dormatories. 

Case 2; NTID is located in Rochester N.Y. as a part of Rochester Institute 
of Technology. It is the nation's first college learning/living center 
for the deaf. The unique concept of NTID is the intergration of the deaf 
with the hearing; 175 hearing students share the dorm with 400 deaf 
students. The center provides for 750 deaf students each year.2 

Case 3; Illinois Regional Library for the Blind & Physically Handicapped 
is found on Chicago's West Side near the University of Illinois. The 
theme in the design of this library, like any other library, is function. 
But the major difference is that it meets the functional needs of the 
blind. 

Case 4; Carroll center for the Blind and Physically Handicapped encourages 
self confidence and emphasizes independence for blind adults. The money 
saved in the renovation of stables instead of building new, was put back 
in the project to better furnish it. Located in Newton Mass., (Boston 
suburb) Carroll Center caters only to those adults who have become blind 
by disease or accident. The facility program calls for total rehabilitation 
which means the average 20 occupants live at the center, thus training 
them to cope with living in society. 

Case 5; Bromley Hall, a multi-age group school for physically handicapped, 
is in one of London's more delapidated areas. The design, dictated by 
the surrounding environment, satisfies the problems of the wide age span 
of the user group, while sheltering (visual as well as physical) from 
the harsh environment. The man-made environment of the center, including 
the exterior spaces, set an active, noninstitutional scene. It serves 
120 students ranging in ages of five to sixteen. 

Case 6: The Child Development and Rehabilitation Center in Portland, 
Oregon was designed and is staffed to train the "whole child" by means 
of the multi-disipline teams.3 Each individual building has a different 
function of research, administration, housing or observation. As many 
as 200 doctors, students or administrative personel can observe more than 
fifty rooms without being seen by those observed.^ 

Case 7: Found in downtown Toronto, Greenwood Secondary School is a college 
prepatory school for girls with learning and/or physical handicaps. It 
has specially furnished classrooms for the girls and teaches skills such 
as merchandising, hairdressing and hospital services. 



Case 8: The Architect's main intent was to "make a sort of 
castle-farmhouse, something the children could have fun with and where 
they can feel at home".5 This is an important quality that needs to be 
captured into the design, for it is the weekday home for the children 
of the heardsmen and farmers in distant mountains.o 

Case 9: Middlebury Elementary School was designed with the child's thought 
in mind. The exterior was designed with the characteristics of a child's 
"schoolhouse"; red brick, and a bell tower and pitched roof. The children 
love the school and bell tower and pitched roof. The children love the 
school and love to paint it in class.^ The main corridor is the "spine" 
of the building with glass block at the end and skylights to^ let light 
into the lower level through penetrations. 

Case 10: The North End Community School, other than the obvious educational 
facility, is an aid in solving urban planning problems as well as community 
needs." The project consists of a small park, an 1,100 pupil school and 
gyms and playing fields, all under and between an 11 track railroad yard 
and a 4 lane super-highway. The facility was designed to break the barriers 
these transportation lines have caused in the city.lO 

Case 11: The concept of bringing nature into the city is done very 
extensively in the Wildwood School. This enables the 3-6 year olds to 
experience nature that is not usually found in the city but can be found 
between to existing buildings (originally a vacant lot) at the school. 
Sculptured with concrete and reinforcing steel, the "wilderness schooT' 
is completely underground where the children can experience the desert, 
the rain forest, the seashore or a cave. 



COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

Facilities for the blind and deaf, be it basic education, vocational 

training or physical therapy, are so user specific that no one facility 

can meet the needs of all the programs. In this study, several facilities 

are looked at. Each has a characteristic that can contribute to the 

proposed project. Therefore, combining the features can lead to more 

complete and thorough project. 

The main goal of any educational program is learning, thus a need 

for a proper environment is a major priority. Being handicapped in this 

sense is not the issue. Cases 8 thru 11 do not deal with the blind or 

deaf but with schools for normal children. 

Psychology 

Cases 3, 8, 9, and 11 deal with the psycholgical needs of the users. 

In case 9, as stated in the introduction, the student takes much pride 

in the school building; even painting pictures of it in class. Perhaps 

the children enjoy the building because they feel it is like their own 

interpretation of what a school building should look like. 

Case 11 is a new approach to on-hands learning where preschool children 

actually do get involved with their own education. The Wildwood School 

itself is in the White River Natural Forest near Aspen, Colorado, but 

it was designed by an educator and biologist as a prototype for inner-city 

schools where the forest is not readily available for the children to 

see. Diag.Z, on page \3 shows the facility as it would be seen in a city 

setting. The undergroud school is not only fun for the children but it 

is also very energy efficient with a 5 to 7 inch concrete shell toped 

with 6 to 24 inches of topsoil.^l 



Of all the cases mentioned in this study, case 8 is one of the most 

successful, mainly because it came about because of need. Also because 

it was looked at in a wery natural way. Set in a valley, it is a place 

where children stay while attending the town's schools during the week. 

So to make the stay more pleasant, it was designed in much the same fashion 

as the children's homes, thus making them feel more at ease. One example 

is the huge fireplace dominating one end of the dining hall just like 

the one in each child's home. 

Case 3 is a very good example of a facility catering to the specific 

needs of the user, in this case, the blind. Besides having easy circulation 

patterns, the main counter, which runs the length of the stacks, is curved 

in plan and elevation (diag.3 , pageM*). The dips in the counter are 

used as a marker as to where the person is. Also the building is painted 

bright colors. The reason for the colors is because "some (blind users) 

are not totally blind and bright colors are the only things they are able 

to see."12 This is important for the identification of spaces as well 

as for the beauty (for the users who are not blind). 

Environment 

Besides fitting the needs of the user, the building must also fit 

in or make do with the surrounding environment. Case 5 is a good example 

of how a building does not fit into it's surroundings. In this case, 

it is due to the unsuitable environment in which it dwells. On all sides 

are delapidated terrace housing "...grubby warehouses and derelect bombed 

sites decided him to devise an uncompromisingly inward oriented building, 

where the children would not constantly be reminded of the depressing 

features of the locality."!^ AS seen in the diag.fe , on pagelS the building 

resembles a fortress with its protective walls that surround the entire 

facility, as well as the outdoor spaces. 

\o 



Incontrast, this can be compared to cases 1 and 2, which are more of an 

open campus style bringing in the environment and shaping the spaces (diag. 

, page ). This proves that not all sites meet the qualifications of 

the project and sometimes strong measures have to be taken. 

This can be compared to case 10, which is somewhat a unique case 

in that it was actually designed to solve a compounded urban planning 

problem. Springfield, Mass., as do many cities, has a segregation problem 

emphasized by two barriers- an eleven track railroad and a four lane highway 

on a 22 foot embankment (diag.7«g , pagelU). The facility was designed 

to tie both "sides of the track" together. The project consists of a 

park, an 1,100 student school and gyms and playing fields. The whole 

project is portrayed to be a partially underground pedestrian mall with 

planting and street furniture. l'̂  

Circulation 

Circulation plays an important role in any project and even more 

so with the blind. For obvious reasons, facilities for the blind must 

have simple circulation patterns, patterns that are easily remembered. 

One that was mentioned earlier is the library (case 3). Besides the curved 

counter, the linear circulation pattern makes finding, and remembering, 

material easy. Another simple circulation pattern is the circular form 

as in case 7. In this case the cafetorium is the "pivot" point from where 

all the other spaces are adjacent, as opposed to the linear form of case 

3. (diag.'^ , pagell) Circulation plays an important part in institute 

for handicaps because of the need for observation. Cases 1 and 6 were 

designed with this as a main criteria for the overall design. As stated 

in the case introduction, case l's major design element is the "spine" 

running down the middle of the building (including the dormitory). Case 

9 has the same "spine", but for an aestetic reason only. While case 6 

w 



has observation spaces above only the activity spaces that are to be 

observed, the "spine" in case 1 goes throughout the building in a linear 

fashion. (diag.ZU, pagelE)) This is due mainly to the differences is square 

footage and the more randomness of case 6's floor plan. (case 1- 143,410 

sq. ft.; case 6- 230,000 sq. ft.) 

On Campus/Off Campus 

The time spent at the facility vary from case to case. In cases 

1, 2, 4, and 6, there are dormitory facilities available. While cases 

3 and 5 are out patient type facilities, the others just mentioned are 

more long term. (case 8 j ^ a dormitory) The residential facilities train 

the residents how to adapt to society rather than stay in the shelter 

of a parent or service organization. The residential facilities provide 

a more complete program than does the out patient facilities. In the 

out patient centers (cases 3 and 5), the student must make the effort 

to travel to the center (Special transportation may be provided as in 

case 5). One advantage to not living at the school is the traveling to 

and from the school. It makes one aware as to what is taking place, where 

as live-in students have a tendency to lose the awareness and take the 

experience for granted. The familiarity of the facility can cause boredom. 

That is why surrounding facilities are important. Commercial and 

recreational facilities outside the institute can benifit the student. 

The use of these facilities can make the student feel more apart of the 

community and also relieves the monotony of everyday life in the institute. 

v 



diag. 1 endnote: 15 

Psychological Impacts: cases 9, 11 

Case 9 (above) has all the characteristics of a child's schoolhouse. 
Note the bell tower, pitched roof (which is "schoolhouse red"). 
Case 11 (below) allows the preschoolers to actually participate in 
their own education. This diagram shows the application of the school 
in a crowded city block. 

Using ihe Wildwood Iheme, inner city vacant lots can 
be transformed inlo da\/ care centers to acquaint rify 
chfldren wilh the natural environment, according to the 
school's fourider Robert Lewis. 
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diag. 2 endnote: 16 
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diag. 3 endnote: 17 

The psychological impact of this facility is that it makes the 
users feel that it is their facility. Note the curved main 
counter (used for determining location) and the linerar cirlu-
lation pattern stemming from the main corridor. 

Psychological impacts of case 8 
starts with the dazzling colors 
of the entrance; almost like a 
childhood fortress. The dining 
area (right) shows the fireplace 
that makes the children feel 
at home. 

diag. 4 endnote: 18 
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diag. 5 endnote: 19 

Diagrams 5 and 6 show the environmental solutions for each of 
the individual problems. Case 10 (above) was the problem of the 
division by transportation systems. Case 5 (below) was the 
problem of unsightly adjacencies. 

Diagram 5 shows how going under the problem can be a solution 
Diagram 6 shows that sometimes one must screen out the 
problem surroundings and create new ones. 
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d i a g . 6 endnote : 20 
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endnote: 21 

diag. 7 

diag. 8 endnote: 22 

Case 1 and "SL space manipulation. 

These diagrams show how each each case (1 on left, 2 on right) 
manipulates exterior space and creates more personal spaces 
with the use of the buildings. 



diag. 9 endnote: 23 

Circulation for cases 7 and 9 

The circulation pattern for case 7 (above) shows the ease at 
which a blind or multi-handicapped person can move in this space 

Case 9 (below) shows the simplicity of the linear circulation 
pattern. 
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Circulation pattern cases 1 and 6 

Both circulation patterns cater to the activity of observation. 
Note that case one (left) is a more random pattern due to a more 
open floor plan. Case 6 (right) has a more linear form. Each 
pattern, as should all facilities, cater to the need of that space. 
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THE CITY 

For the Lubbock community, "The Hub" is a common expression, an 

expression that is quite appropriate, Lubbock is the center, or hub, of 

the South Plains, and the largest city within a radius of more than 250 

miles. It is served by four major highway systems, (see pages 26) each 

passing through the city. One major reason Lubbock has become a focal 

point is because of the services the city provides to the area (including 

the state). 

SERVICES 

Seven hospitals make Lubbock a major medical Center, not only for 

the area and state, but al so for New Mexico and Oklahoma. Education is 

another strong point with Texas Tech University, Lubbock Christian College, 

South Plains college as well as 35 elementary schools, 8 junior high 

schools, 5 high schools, several private schools and a state funded school 

for the mentally retarded. 

POPULATION 

Because of its locale and services it provides, Lubbock is growing 

at an average rate of 59,23% per decade.l By looking at the map on page 

, it can be seen which areas have grown and those proposed to grow in 

the next 20 years. As shown in the map, the entire West and Southwest 

is growing at an enormous rate while the East, it seems, is dying. The 

site for this facility is in the Northwest section which is estimated 

to increase 72% by the year 2005. 

Growth patterns are important for any new business moving into a 

city. This holds true even for schools. If a school is placed in the 

wrong place within a city, it can have serious effects, such as isolation 

or inaccessibility of the children, or just the opposite. It can be placed 

near a major thoroughfare, placing the children in danger and causing 

a noise problem for the school. There is the effect of putting the school 

in presently healthy but soon dying part of town. This can lead to an 

% 



i so l a ted , depressed environment, lack of pr ide in school, and vandalism. 

There i s also the e f fec t the school w i l l have on the neighborhood. I t 

can possibly br ing a sense of pr ide and even organization in to the 

neighborhood. I t w i l l also br ing t r a f f i c and pedestrian congestion and 

possibly ra is ing the vandalism ra te . 

BLIND POPULATION 

Based on a national health survey, there are estimated 11.4 m i l l i on 

persons in the U.S. wi th some kind of visual impairment. Of these, 1.4 

m i l l i o n are l ega l l y b l ind or funct ion as l ega l l y b l ind .2 In Texas, there 

are 115,357 severly impaired and 33,225 registered as lega l l y b l ind.3 

In Lubbock, there are 3,932 severly impaired and 1,410 lega l l y b l ind (based 

on The Texas Commission fo r the B l ind 's state percentages). 

Some of the major causes of blindness in the U.S. are diseases, such 

as d iabet ic ret inopathy, cataracts and glacoma, and i n ju r i es (approx. 

1 m i l l i o n per year ) . ^ 

DEAF 'POPULATION 

In Texas, Oklahoma and New Mexico alone, (proposed area to be served) 

there are approximately 37,671 hearing impaired persons (28,885 from Texas). 

Of these, 12,892 are 19 years of age or younger (9,886 in Texas). (All 

information is based on 1980 census data using the 1971 national 

percentile.)^ 
Using the same basis, there are approximately 353 hearing impaired 

in Lubbock, 121 of them are under age 24 (proposed age group for the 

facility). 

»BLIND« 

The definition of blindness is that a person has 20/200, or worse, 

vision in the best eye after correction. This means that the individuaTs 

vision, at 20 feet is comparable to that of a normal person at 200 feet. 
CAUSES^ 

The major cause of blindness in the United States is diabetic 

retinopathy. This is usually found in advanced cases of diabetes and 

QS 



is the result of tiny blood vessels in the retina breaking and causing 

hermorrhages on or in the retina. Another cause is the formation of 

cataracts, or the clouding of the lens of the eye. There are three kinds 

of cataracts. The most common is senile cataracts associated with aging. 

There is also congenial (hereditary or occuring at birth), secondary (caused 

by eye disease), and traumatic (accident related). Cataracts can usually 

be removed by surgery and is 95% successful.7 

Damage done by glaucoma is irreversible and the only hope is early 

detection. Glaucoma is a condition in which pressure of the fluid inside 

the eye is to high. It is the major couse of visual impairment in adults 

ages 35 or 40 and up. 

NEEDS FOR THE BLIND 

The first and most crucial need for the blind child is diagnosis. 

A problem can not be solved unless it is known. A child can go through 

several years of school and never be diagnosed as being visually impaired. 

Instead the child can be said to have a motivation problem, as being slow, 

or even to be mentally retarded. In one case, a child who enjoyed reading 

but had poor vision (20/100), was given a small print reading test and 

scored at a beginning fourth grade level. A year later, he was given 

the same test but larger print and scored at a seventh grade level.^ 

After a child has been diagnosed as having a vision problem, the 

next step is rehabilitation. In most cases, this entails learning how 

to use, to the fullest, the vision that remains. For the congenitally 

blind (those born blind), this process is yery important and needs to 

be started at an early age because they not only have to learn to interpret 

what is being seen, but they also have to learn what it is they are seeing. 

This leads to the terms efficiency and acuity. Acuity is just what it 

implies, how acurate or acute one's vision is, i.e., 20/200. The 

efficiency, also called skill, potentiality and competence, however, has to 
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be learned and developed. The need for developement of efficiency is 

the major difference between the education of the blind and the education 

of normal children. Even if a person becomes blind later in life, the 

need to learn to see with the remaining vision is very important. "The 

first step in total rehabilitaiton is likely to be visual rehabilitaiton, 

emphasizing the vision the patient has left, not the vision he has 

lost;..."9 

With total rehabilitiation including psychological, visual and 

vocational rehabilitation, mental rehabilitation is the root of total 

rehabilitation. Because without the motivation and willingness to go 

ahead with one's life, all other rehabilitation is limited. Psychological 

rehabilitation is more crucial to the adventitiously blind (those who 

become blind through disease or accident) than to the congenitally blind, 

The reason being that the adventitiously blind know what they are "missing" 

thus making it harder to cope with the situation. It is a major set back 

in a career of one's goals in life. With the importance of psychological 

rehabilitation, it is a major criterion for any rehabilitation center 

dealing with the visually impaired. 

TECHNOLOGY 

With the help of modern technology, the visually impaired now have 

a chance to earn a reasonable living in many job fields. For instance, 

there is a device that "reads" printed material and broadcasts it on a 

computer terminal at a size that a severly visually impaired person can 

read. For those that are totally without sight, the Optacon can enable 

them to read printed material. The Optacon is a device used to convert 

printed material into electrical impulses which is transmitted to a receiver 

that activates a cluster of vibrating needles or reeds. The blind person 

places his "reading fingers" on these reeds and "reads" the material as 

if it were Braille. This can be used to read printed material and 
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information on a computer terminal, thus giving access to a business' 

most valuable equipment. 

Using these devices, a person can be trained in such vocations as 

word processing, data processing, switchboard receptionist, general office 

work and medical transcription.10 

EDUCATING THE BLIND CHILD 

Educating the blind child uses the same criteria as the rehabilitation 

of the older blind; psychological and visual. But there is more involved 

with the education of the child. The child has not yet learned the basis 

of reading and writing and not fully developed many motor skills, Also, 

eye-hand coordinaiton is virtually non-existant with the blind child. 

It has to be taught and learned as mind-hand coordination; learning to 

perceive objects relative to his or her own self without seeing them. 

This is done through description of an object and where it is in 

relationship to the child. 

One subject that is particularly difficult to teach is math because 

the easiest way to teach basic math is by example; showing the child what 

is being done (2 apples + 2 more apples = 4 apples). For the blind, this 

can only be done by hands on experience. 

Besides being taught about reading and math, the child needs to be 

taught about the world around him, including his immediate surroundings 

(classmates, neighborhood and town). This is true with all children, 

but with the blind, it is more so. They need to be taught that not all 

people are blind and how these other people function. This again is best 

learned by hands on experience. Field trips is a very good way to show 

the children the world around them. But ultimately, the best way is to 

get them involved with normal children. Many things can be gained from 

this association, such as attitudes and ideas. Public schools are a 

conglomeration of all societies. Through this exposure of mixes of culture. 
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values and ideas, the blind can learn to function socially as a nomial 

person. Also, the interaction with normal children can make the blind 

child feel a part of the "normal world", when isolation could cause a 

child to drown in his own pities. 

A CENTER FOR THE BLIND CHILD 

A rehabilitation/learning center for blind children (to age 21) should 

be broken down into 3 catagories; education, psychological counseling 

and vocational preparation. The education program would work with children 

ages 3 to 8 at a full time basis and gradually increase the amount of 

time spent in a public school. During this time, the basics would be 

taught including Braille. 

The counseling program would work with the congenitally as well as 

the adventitiously blind, depending on individual needs. While the 

adventitiously blind will have to learn to readjust, the congenitally 

blind will have to adjust to a visual world. 

Vocational training would deal mainly with the older students. It 

will teach them not only a useful trade, but also how to live in society, 

This could possibility mean a halfway home for the older adventitiously 

blind. 

One program that is somewhat seperated from the student program, 

yet is just as important, is a parent program. It could include psychiatric 

counseling for the parent or perhaps teaching techniques, since most of 

the child's time is spent at home with the parents. 

» > D E A F « < 

The definition of hearing impairment is when a person cannot hear 

at a frequency range and/or volume where speech can be understood, normally 

500 HZ to 2000 HZ, and between the intensity of 30 dB to 75 dB.H This 

range was set because of the complex nature of speech. Different speech 

sounds are found at different frenquencies and intensities. For instance, 

vowels are usually found at lower frequency (-1000 HZ) than consonants 
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(+1000 HZ). This allows persons with high frequency deafness (majority 

of deafness) to hear only vowels and some consonants. If the person is 

suffering from intensity deafness alone, then hearing aids will most likely 

solve the problem. But as mentioned earlier, speech is very complex so 

intensity deafness is usually not the only defect. 

Speech is made up of tones and overtones, When a note on a piano 

is played, it sounds different than if a person sang the same note. This 

is due to the overtone. To get precise measurement of hearing, the 

overtones must be eliminated, thus leaving pure tones.^^ J^Q device used 

to measure hearing is called a pure tone adiometer. It is usually designed 

to test through a range of 125 HZ to 12000 HZ and at an intensity of -10 

dB to 120 dB in 5 dB steps.^^ By starting at a low frequency and low 

intesity and proceeding upward, the operator can, by observing reactions 

or some other communication, can determine a persons range of hearing. 

As mentioned earlier, a hearing aid can be the solution for the person 

who suffers from intensity deafness (usually accident victims or elderly). 

But the aid is not the answer for all hearing impaired. What they hear 

is destorted (hearing in their range only). A hearing aid will only amplify 

this distortion, which will be of little use. 

PROBLEMS AND DIAGNOSIS 

"(Man) Ts not born with communication skills; he has to listen for 

a period of time, learn to discriminate one sound from another, The 

maturation period for learning to listen and learning to talk is the first 

3 years of life,"!^ This basically means if there is deprivation of sounds 

and words for more than three years, there can be irreversible damage 

done to the speech center of the brain, Three years is the limit, but 

sooner is better in this case. Therefore, the handicap for the deaf person 

is not being deaf, but the lack of communication.15 

Man relies almost entirely on his senses of sight and sound. The 
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diagram below shows the hierarchy of sensory organization. Note that 

when a person is sighted, the sense of audition takes the lead. The main 

reason for this is that vision, though very important, focuses only on 

the area immediatly in front of the person, while hearing, by comparison, 

encompasses all direction.l^ Thus the auditory system allows the person 

to gain information from all around and sometimes from far away. This, 

therefore proves that more information is gained through hearing than 

any other sense and causing more of a deprivation for the hearing impaired. 

Normal: Auditory 
Visual 
Tactual 
Olfactory 
Gustatory 

Hard of 
Hearing: Visual 

Auditory 
Tactual 
Olfactory 
Gustatory 

Partially 
Sighted: Auditory 

Visual 
Tactual 
Olfactory 
Gustatory 

Hierarchy of Sensory Organization 

endnote: 17 

A major problem for many of the deaf is late diagnosis. Many not 

knowing until school age (5 or 6) or later. A reason for late diagnosis 

stems from the fact that hearing, and conversely deafness, is a complicated 

function. In one case, a child was in a school for educationally subnormal 

children which the teacher claims he was "ineducatable". Once while being 

interviewed at the school, his mother asked if he had proper hearing. 

The teacher replied, "How can he be deaf when he sings so well?"18 When 

later tested with a non verbal IQ test, the results was a 59% increase 

in his IQ, The child could hear the music and pick up on the rythmn of 
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the words, but could not hear the high frequency to hear the words, If 

not discovered, the child could have been labeled as mentally retarded 

for the rest of his life, The problem in this case, and many others, 

is the diagnosis of partially deaf as being mentally subnormal. 

Like any sense, hearing (and speech), if not used, will deteriorate.l^ 

Therefore the need for the development and working to refine the remaining 

hearing is important. This can be helped by use of aids at an early age. 

In a study done by HEAR (Hearing Education through Audio Research) on 

infants, it shows that what starts out to be deafness is really just a 

late start in hearing. In one case, a 4 month old child was reported 

to respond slightly to 110 dB. He was given 2 aids and was talking at 

6 months. At 10 months he rejected the aids (violently at 20 months). 

He responed normally to sound at 20 months and normally at 8 years.20 

In many of the cases studied, the children wore aids for relatively short 

periods of time before hearing was reported normal. One conclusion of 

the study was that if not for the artificial stimulation or the auditory 

system, these children would perhaps become severly hearing impaired. 

PSYCHOLOGY OF DEAFNESS 

For the deaf child who was not born deaf, the process of becoming 

deaf can be a very frightening and frustrating experience. In one example, 

a four year old child was asking her mother, "Why aren't you talking to 

me any more?"21 It is difficult to explain to a child that she will never 

hear again. In most cases as these, professional help is needed for both 

the child and parent, for the parent needs to learn to help the child 

to deal with deafness, 

In psychology tests done on the hard of hearing, results show that 

they deviate from the norm, substantially in some cases, In one series 

of tests, 44 men and 83 women (avg. age 40) where given a series of true 

false tests. The results gave the examiners information as to whether 
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the people have symptoms pertaining to psychoses and neuroses. The results 

show that the group was more emotionally disturbed and immature than the 

average person and that they were more emotionally malajusted on all scales. 

"These findings suggest that deafness affects personality selectively 

on basis of sex, age,... and degree of hearing loss."22 Jhe question is 

if these adults were given proper treatment (modern treatment) early in 

life, would the problems be as great? 

Tests were al so done on deaf children, and again the results deffered 

significantly from the norm. The results showed that the children were 

immature for their age and that deafness hinders the process of 

identification.23 jhe examiners thus state, "While there is evidence of 

emotional disturbances, this was not the primary involvement. The 

predominant indication was that psychological organization and structure 

are different when deafness is present from infancy. It is these 

differences which must constitute the fundamental basis for educational 

planning and for instituting guidance programs designed to alleviate the 

specialized problems in learning and adjustment."^^ 

EDUCATION OF THE HEARING IMPAIRED 

The hearing impaired, before trying to educate them, should be divided 

into two groups; deaf and partially deaf. The deaf will include the 

profoundly deaf, those who cannot communicate, and the partially deaf. 

Those with some communication skills. This is not to say that the two 

groups should remain segregated, but be separated when learning 

communication techniques. Each group should be taught some what differently 

to help develop the skills available. A general breakdown is as follows: 

Oral communication lipreading, not hearing not 
hearing lipreading 

Language Artif icial 1 y developed,.. stimul ated 

Speech Artificially only speech 
taught defect needs 

attention 

endnote: 25 
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Note that for the partially deaf, emphasis is put on actual communication. 

This is to develop and refine the available abilities. Note also that 

in oral communication, lipreading is not allowed for the partially deaf. 

This is so the student will not rely on visual aids to understand spoken 

language. for the profoundly deaf, there is not enough hearing available 

to develop so other means hav to be applied, such as lipreading, to 

understand what is said. 

Speech is taught to the partially deaf through tedious exercises 

using both auditory and visual senses. Vision is used to see where the 

tongue is placed to form a letter or how the mouth is shaped to pronounce 

a word. Audition is used to hear the rhythm of sentences and sound patterns 

of words and sentences. For the profoundly deaf, a new language has to 

be learned in order to communicate with each other and with the help of 

interpreters and others in the community as well. 

There has been some argument as to which education system is better; 

residential (private school for the deaf), or day school programs (usually 

in public schools in normal classroom with interpreter). Both have what 

the deaf child needs. But unlike the blind, residential programs has 

presedence over the day school program because of its specialized training. 

"The day school children showed more emotional stress, conflict and 

frustration, both in comparison with the residental group and with the 

normal. The residental group seemed to be involving less struggle."26 

The interaction received from day school is still quite important, but 

for the deaf, especially the profoundly deaf, the specialization of the 

residential school is best. 

A CENTER FOR THE DEAF CHILD 
A rehabilitation/learning center for the deaf child (age 3 to 21) 

wou Id be broken down into several categories: 
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* t e s t i n g , f i t t i n g and t ra in ing of p ros te t ic devices 

*speech and hearing therapy 

*psychology and social services 

*prevocational services 

*basic education (preschool-high school) 

*parent education 

A l l these programs should be based on indiv idual needs and hearing 

impairment. 
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PRIMARY & SECONDARY 
ACTIVITY LIST 

1. Admission 

A, paperwork- student, faculty and facility records 
B, parent/faculty meetings 
C, displays- faculty and student (awards, etc.) 
D, first impressions--student, parent, community 
E, facul ty meetings 

2b, Test ing/Evaluat ing (v isual ) 

A. f a c u l t y / c h i l d in terac t ion 
B. ch i l d t es t i ng - medical, visual 
C. filing 
D. evaluation 

2d. Testinq (auditory) 

A. faculty/child (/parent) interaction 
B. playing child 
C. testing of the child 
D. fitting of hearing aids 
E. maintenance of aids 
F. diagnostic test- with parent 

3. Psycholoqical Councel 

A. consultation with child 
B. consultation with parent 
C. consultation with parent and child 
D. minor testing 
E. filing 

4b. Academics-Blind (preschool) 

A. play games 
B. singing with music 
C. snack 
D. hygiene 
E. sleep 
F. arts and crafts 
G. motor skill development 
H. Braille- introduction 
I. enter/leaving 

4d. Academics- Deaf 

A. preschool 

1) play with others 
2) snacks 
3) hygiene 
4) sleep 
5) arts and crafts 

6) oral skills (lipreading) 
7) minor hearing tests 
8) field trips 
9) speech s k i l l s 

10) enter/ leaving 
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B. 1 - 8 grade 

eech rehab. for partial deaf 
aring rehab. for the partial deaf 
gn language for the profound deaf 

4) oral speech for the profound deaf 
5) basic education- math, english, etc. 
6) field trips 
7) arts and crafts 
8) physical education 
9) enter/leaving 

C. 9 - 1 2 qrade 

1) enter/leaving 
2) education- basic and precollegic 
3) physical education 
4) vocational training 

5. Vocational Rehab/Training for the Adventitious Blind 

A. secretarial 
B. computer 
C. mechanics 
D. medical aid 

6. Basic Facility Needs 

A. eating 
B. hygiene 
C. medical 
D. recreation- indoor/outdoor 
E. study 
F. parking 

G. academic councel 

7. Faculty Facilities 

A. leisure 
B. individual paperwork/records consultation with parent, student, 

other faculty 
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ADMINISTRATION Administration is a wery broad activity and includes 

activities such as admissions, teacher preperation, record keeping and 

student/adminstration communication. 

Any facility dealing with service to the community has to have an 

administrative branch without it, there would be no organization or 

planning. Therefore, much emphasis needs to be placed on this major 

activity. 

Admissions 

Admissions is the activity which brings organization to the transition 

from non institutional to institutional being. It is what funnels the 

unorganized, individual students to organized catagories (classes, schools 

or other activities). 

Behavioral Settinq 

The Admissions office workers begin entering the facility early. 

They go to the admissions office where they go in and put away personal 

belongings (purses, jackets, umberells). From the main entering space, 

each person disperses to their individual work station for preperation 

of the oncomming day. 

Throughout the morning, students, parents and faculty members come 

into the office and ask questions, request information or carry out official 

business. When not helping with inquiring people, each worker is busy 

at their computer terminal or at their desk filing, pulling files, making 

phone calls, accepting phone calls or running errands to other 

administrative offices. 

At midmorning, if time allows, each worker breaks for approximately 

15 minutes. At this time, her or she will walk to the facuUy leisure 

space to get a cup of coffee or a danish from the vending machine, then 

sit and relax and talk to some of the other faculty members. 

After lunch time, all the workers leave for lunch. Some will go 

as a group to a nearby eating establishment; some will stop by the dining 
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area; some will go home if there is time and still others will stay and 

get caught up on work. 

The afternoon is basically the same as the morning. When quitting 

time is near, each will again organize and prepare for the next day's 

work. The workers then gather their belongings and depart. 
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entering 

prepare to work 

work 

departing 

ACTIVITY SUMMARY 

-enter facility 
-meet other workers, converse 
-enter office 

-put away personal belongings 
-get coffee 
-organize desk 

-filing, terminal work, typing, answering 
phone 
-running errands 
-assist faculty, students, parents 

-organize desk 
-get belonging 
-get belongings 
-say good bye 
-depart 

Requirements 

Each work station should have enough space to work comfortably and 

stay organized. The work environment should create a pleasant atmosphere 

condusive to work, 

Arrangement of work stations should allow circulation patterns between 

individual work stations. Also from the work area to the main desk so 

as to assist people requesting information. 



DIRECTORS/CHAIRPERSONS 

The directors/chairpersons are in charge of all political and financial 

matters concerning the facility and it's programs. They are in charge 

of developing programs and seeing that they are carried out properly. 

This administration is comprised of directors of the facility and 

chairpersons for the deaf and blind programs. The director is in charge 

of all matters concerning the facility, while the chairpersons are each 

in charge of and responsible for their own program. They would act as 

principals. 

Behavioral Settinq 

Each administrator enters his/her office through their secretarial 

office. They unlock their doors and enter while turning on the lights. 

After putting away unnecessary belongings, the director goes to the faculty 

leisure space, gets a cup of coffee and goes back to the office. 

The morning is comprised of paperwork, meetings and organizing plans 

for the day and the following days. The secretary enters the office as 

does other administrators. Meetings are held in the office, in other 

offices, or if need be, the conference space. 

The directors are in and out of the office all morning while the 

chairpersons usually stay and keep their departments organized. If one 

does have to leave the facility, an assistant chairperson can take over 

responsibilities. 

At lunch time, the directors leave for a luncheon appointment at 

a nearby restaurant, or home if time allows it. The chairpersons do the 

same, but sometimes stay and eat in the dining facility. 

After lunch, the administrators check to see if any messages have 

arrived while out of the office. 

With the afternoon planned, implications begin with meetings and 

paperwork. Many trips are made to their secretaries office. 
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Sometimes, if time allows, breaks will be taken and the administrators 

go to the faculty leisure space where they sit, relax, and talk idly among 

themselves. 

When the day comes to an end, the administors plan for the following 

day and they get ready to make the trip home, to the grocery store or 

to a late meeting. Their belongings are gathered and the door is locked, 

lights are turned off and the door is shut for the night. 
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enter 

prepare to work 

work 

prepare to leave 

leaving 

ACTIVITY SUMMARY 

-unlock door 
-enter office 
-turn on lights 

-discard belongings 
-get coffee 
-organize day 

-paperwork 
-phone calls 
-conference with students, parents and 
administrators 

-leave/enter office for break 

-organize next day 
-clean up desk 
-gather belongings 

-lock door 
-turn off light 
-depart 

Requirements 

Each space should have enough space to hold small meetings and not 

feel closed in. The office should have a pleasant environment that can 

be made personal by the occupant. Quiet adjacentcies are important with 

access to the secretary's office, the conference area and preferably the 

faculty leisure space. 
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VISUAL TESTING 

The process for testing the visually impaired is done for the same 

reason as testing for the hearing impaired; for placement in the program. 

The program for the blind is just a supplemental program in conjunction 

with the public school system. This program helps the student excell 

in school at a rate equal to that of normal students in the public schools. 
Behavioral Settinq 

After morning coffee, the optometrist goes to the testing office 

and checks on the next child. The optometrists gets the files and returns 

to his office. There, the files are studied and similar cases are looked 

up. The information is then prepared and the doctor goes into the testing 

area. 

There sits a little girl with her mother sitting next to her while 

the assistant finishes the preliminary testing and questioning. 

The doctor then sits next to the exam chair where the little girl 

is sitting. He takes some instruments from the exam table next to the 

chair and begins the exam. 

Throughout the exam, lights are dimmed and raised, equipment is moved 

in place and returned and several lenses are moved in place, tried and 

returned. Results are recorded. 

After the exam the mother and child check out at the testing office 

and the doctor returns to his office and evaluates the exam. Results 

are recorded and files are returned to the appropriate places. Preperation 

for the next exam begins. 
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preperation for exam 

testing 

filing 

evaluation 

ACTIVITY SUMMARY 

-assistant prepares child 
-optometrist retrieves files from testing 
office 

-optometrist prepares files 

-testing using eye charts 
-testing using other visual exams 
-results are recorded 
-information is received from parent 

-assistant finishes questioning 
-records information 
-information is filed in the office 

-optometrist retrieves infonnation 
-evaluations are made 
-information is given to the testing 
office 

-information is filed 

Requirements 

The required minimum length of the exam room is 20 feet. This is 

for the chart exam where the child looks through diffrent lenses at a 

chart 20 feet away. 

The doctor should have easy access to the equipment and controls 

to the lights from where he sits at the examination chair, 

All exam spaces need to have direct access to the testing office, 

waiting area and doctors office, 

There will be several testing spaces, each being similar, There 

will be 2 optometrists serving the facility and performing all the tests 

with help from an assistant. 
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TESTING FOR THE DEAF 

In order for the students to be placed in appropriate educational 

settings, they must first be tested and evaluated to see how much of a 

hearing loss is present, After this has been done, proper placement can 

be made. 

The testing procedures and setting differ depending on the age of 

the child being tested. For the yery young, the attention span is extremely 

short, therefore the testing must be made fun and interesting. Toys are 

incorporated in testing and parents are usually needed to help comfort 

the child in the strange setting. 

Behavioral Settinq 

The audiologist looks at the clock in his office and sees that its 

time for his first appointment. He finishes his paperwork on his desk 

and goes to the file in his office and gets the information on the child 

being tested. He then goes to the testing office and gets more case 

information for appointments later in the day. 

As he enters the testing area, he sees the assistant (college student 

working on intern) has finished the routine preliminary exam of the young 

child and is now ready to begin testing. 

The child is playing on the floor with the toys made available while 

the mother watches from the sofa. 

The audiologist brings out the audiometer and several large hearing 

aids. First one then the others are tried on the child and each are tested 

with the audiometer. The reactions of the child is recorded. The child 

examins the toy to find the sound; the information is recorded, 

The child begins to cry. The mother takes the child and goes to 

the adjacent restroom and changes the diaper. 

The audiologist and the assistant then makes the final test and the 

mother and child leave to check out at the office. The assistant takes 

the information to his own desk and logs it into the computer while filing 
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r^u^ MaMcnwor . ine audiologist then goes to the next testing room where 

another parent and child is waiting. 
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preperation for testing 

testing 

filing 

evaluation 

ACTIVITY SUMMARY 

-assistant preparing the child, settle 
down, make comfortable, ask parent 
questions, basic testing 

-testing using audiometer and 
other sound making devices 

-recording results 
-assistant entertains child 
-changing diaper 

-assistant files paperwork 
-logs into computer 
-audiologist files paperwork 
-retrieves more information 

-audiologist retrieves information 
-evaluation is made 
-information is given to assistant 
-information is filed and logged 

Requirements 

Each testing room, due to the precision measuring equipment, needs 

to be placed in a quiet part of the facility. The walls should be sound 

proof and background noises should kept under 30 dB. 

The setting of the testing areas need to be that of a home. The 

child must feel comfortable and at home so natural reactions can be measured 

and recorded. 

There should be enough space to allow for two professionals, a parent, 

a child and enough circulation space to allow for testing behind, as well 

as in front of the child. 
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CGUNSELING 

Counseling is a major need for any educational facility. It is 

especially important for one catering to the blind and deaf. 

The counseling branch will consist of several academic counselors 

and 3 or 4 psychologists, since psychological rehabilitation is a major 

part of the program. 

Behavioral Settinq 

The counselor enters his own office in the morning through the locked 

door by using his key. He then takes his personal belongings and places 

them in the closet, on the coat rack, or in the desk. He then settles 

down and begins to work. 

First, he reviews what needs to be done and appointments for the 

day. Throughout the morning, he casually talks with some students. 

The entire day is about the same. Filing is done as well as paperwork 

and typing. All is done by the counselor himself or the secretary. 

Lunch is usually spent outside the office at homes, at nearby eating 

establishments or in the dining area, Sometimes, lunch has to be missed 

because of previous appointments. 

The afternoon is the same as the morning with late afternoon spent 

organizing and planning for the next day. This includes making and checking 

appointments. 

At the end of the day, the councelor straightens the desk, gathers 

the belongings and leaves by turning off the lights and locking the door. 
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ACTIVITY SUMMARY 

entering -unlock door 
-enter office 
-turn on light 

prepare to work -discard belongings 
-get coffee 
-organize day 

work -paperwork 
-phone calls 
•conference with students, parents 

prepare to leave -organize next day 
-gather belongings 
-clear desk 

leaving -lock door 
-turn off 1ights 
-leave office 

Requirements 

An important criterion for the counseling office is the sense of 

privacy. The student or parent must feel that what is being said is said 

without anyone el se hearing. The design should stress that fact. Al so 

the environment should be pleasant and warm and make the participants 

feel comfortable, though the subjects descussed are not always pleasant. 
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MEDICAL 
The need for an extensive medical facility stems from the fact that 

students will be living on the premises. 

The purpose for the facility shall be to care for minor emergencies, 

for short term illnesses and to provide proper medication for all the 

persons on the premises. 

The medical facility consists of examination spaces and extended 

stay facilities. These will both be discussed. 

Behavioral Setting- Examination 

The first thing the student or faculty member goes when entering 

the facility is check in with the infirmary office. Here the secretary 

takes the needed information and informs the patient to sit down and wati 

until the physician is ready to see him. 

From the waiting to the exam area, the patient follows an assistant. 

Once in the exam area, the patient is seated and a preliminary exam is 

done, followed by another wait for the physician. 

When the physician arrives, the examination begins. Instruments 

are retrieved and replaced. Questions are asked, notes are taken and 

equipment is discarded. 

After the examination, the doctor washes his hands and leaves the 

space to return later with instructions or perscriptions, whichever in 
neccessary. 

Behaviorval Settinq- Extended Stay 
For those students who need to stay in a medical facility overnight 

or longer, there is the extended stay space. 

After entering the facility, the patient checks in at the infirmary 

office. Here information is exchanged. The patient then proceeds to 

the extended stay space. 

Personal belongins are put away and the patient is put to bed. Here, 

the patient is checked regulary and meals are delivered regularly. All 
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needed utinsels are placed on a bedside table. 

Throughout the stay, the patient rests and watches television. 

Attendants come and go frequently as do the patinets in the facility. 
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ACTIVITY SUMMARY-EXAMINATION 

enterinq ^„4.^ ^ .,.̂  
^ -enter facility 

-check in 
-fill out forms 
-go to waiting area 
-wait, read 

^^^'"^•"^t^'o" -walk to exam space 
-enter space, sit down 
-exchange information 
-notes are taken 
-equipment is used, replaces 
-testi ng-exami nati on 

deP^'^ting _walk to office 
-check out 
-receive information/perscriptions 
-depart 

ACTIVITY SUMMARY-EXTENDED STAY 

entering -check in at office 
-go to activity space 
-put away personal belongings 

stsy -sleeping, relaxing 
-watch television 
-go for walk 
-visit with friends 
-trips to restroom 
-eating 
-taking medication 

depart -gather belonging 
-walk to office 
-receive instructions 
-check out 

Requirements 

In all medical spaces, there should only be one air exchange. This 

is so any contaminated air cannot be put back into another space. 

As mentioned in the Behavioral Setting, all the activities start 

at the office, therefore all the spaces need to have direct access to 

the office. Also, all the spaces need to be in close proximity to one 

another. 
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PRESCHOOL 

The preschool activities' main function is for interaction between 

the deaf and blind child and for each to experience a world other than 

the one at home. This gives the children an opportunity to adjust to 

other people and to begin their education. 

As mentioned earlier, evaluation and proper aids should be given 

to the deaf child by age 3 and about the same time for the visually impaired 

child. The preschool gives the opportunity to begin using the aids provided 

or if aids are of no help, then to begin learning techniques that will 

enable the child to overcome the handicap (sign language, lipreading, 

Braille). 

Since the deprivation of a sense causes a decrease in information 

input, it takes longer for a hearing or visually impaired child to learn 

some tasks. Therefore a need arises to begin education at an earlier 

age. This can be especially crucial if the child will be placed in a 

public school later. 

Behavoiral Setting 

As the instructor prepares for the new day, children and parents 

begin to wander in. Some of the children are crying and some run to their 

friends. Parents say their goodbyes. 

Each child, with the help of an assistant, removes their jackets, 

gloves, caps or rubbers and places them in a designated storage bin. 

For the first hour or so, the children are left to play with each 

other and get themselves aquainted to the setting. Next, the two groups 

(deaf and blind) are seperated and individual communication techniques 

are begun. For the deaf, games are played to test their aids or to develop 

motor skills. Also, basic sounds are taught and again games are played 

to practice the uses of the sounds. 

The blind children play games to stimulate their tactual sense. 

Objects are given to the children and each examine and play with them. 



Also large print books are used to stimulate the partially sighted's vision. 

Before lunch, each child, with help of an assistant, washes his/her 

hands and prepare for lunch. At lunch time, the children are taken to 

the dining area where they can communicate and associate with other children 

of different ages. 

After lunch, the children return to their activity space and are 

taught the use of personal hygiene (using the restroom, washing their 

hands, brushing teeth). When each child's business is taken care of; 

it is time for their outdoor recess (indoor if weather is bad). The 

children group themselves in their own groups or individuals go their 

own way and play on the slide, swings, in the sandbox or on the 

merry-go-round. Some prefere the Jungle Gym while others play in the 

tires. 

After recess, the children are settled in for their naps. While 

the children are sleeping, the instructiors prepare the schedules and 

programs for the rest of the day. Drawings are copied, bulletin boards 

are prepared and "classwork" is evaluated. 

After their naps, the ones who need it make another trip to the 

restroom, while the others start their own games and talk between friends. 

At the end of the school day, the children prepare for departing. 

The toys are put away and the furniture is arranged, then the children 

ready themselves by puting on their jackets, gloves, caps or rubbers. 
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entering 

adjustment 

education 

eating/recess 

departing 

ACTIVITY SUMMARY 

-enter the facility 
-says goodbye to mom 
-discards unneeded clothing 
-first interaction with new people 

-getting aquainted with other children 
-discovering new world 
-getting to know the environment 

-seperating into groups 
-testing of aids 
-learning through sight and touch with 
toys 

-playing educating games 
-singing songs 
-drawing 
-building 

-prepare for lunch (hygiene) 
-going to dining area 
-eating 
-talking 
-return to activity space 
-hygiene 
-playing inside 
-playing outside 
-fighting 
-getting hurt 
-sitting/resting 
-being alone 
-sleeping 

-straightening furniture 
-cleaning activity space 
-picking up toys 
-gathering belonging 
-getting ready for departure 
-depart 

Requirements 

Preschool is a very important program because it starts a child in 

a world with other children and begins their social life. Also it 

stimulates and develops undeveloped senses and gives the child a head 

start on the normal children, for they need this head start to keep at 

the the normal pace. 

The spaces should accomodate educational and physical activities. 

This includes educational games, sleeping and possibly eating. Hygiene 
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is an important activity for those just learning it. 

There should be indoor and outdoor spaces for physical activity 

(running, playing, e t c ) . The environmental setting for all the spaces 

should be conducive to keeping the interest of the child. 
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PRIMARY SCHOOL - 1 - 8th GRADE 

The primary school is where the basic communication techniques are 

learned and developed. It is where oral communication (lipreading), sign 

language or Braille is learned and developed into a natural skill. By 

using these communication skills, other subjects such as math, english 

and history are more easily learned. 

During these 8 years of education, major developments occure, 

physicaly, emotional and more important mental. Emotional traumas such 

as stresses in friendships and crushes must be dealt with. And of course 

physical growth is continous and changes are numerous, 

Behavioral Settinq 

The first thing in the morning the children enters the facility, 

travels through corridors, then enters the education space. Fi the child 

is yery young, things are seen and heard that can be frightening or 

intriguing. 

The children go to their assigned storage bin to deposit jackets, 

gloves and caps, then get what is needed from the storage bin. They then 

find their individual seating space and sit down and begin to talk among 

themselves. The instructor calls the students to order; class has begun. 

The instructor tells the children to get their books out to begin 

the first subject. Papers rattle, chairs squeak, a book hits the floor. 

Finally the class starts. 

Most of the day is handled in the same way, with one class following 

the next. The younger children have a more open class setting, while 

as the age progresses, the setting becomes more structured. The younger 

children are able to move around more freely from one activity to another. 

The older children, though still in a open setting, have a move rigid 

environment. 

At some time during the day, the instructor will take some of the 

students into an individual tutoring space. The group of 3 or 4, seperated 
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from the noise of the class, will learn oral communication techniques, 

have auditory tests made or what ever special task needed to be performed 

away from the other students. 

Lunch breaks the day when everone migrates to the dining area. Here, 

conversation is heavy while the children form their own groups. After 

lunch, the children go into the outdoor play area for their after lunch 

activity time. Again groups form, games are played, fights are fought 

(or broken up) or thoughts are complicated alone. Others prefer the play 

equipment. 

After recess, to the dismay of the children, education resumes. Arts 

and Crafts to Reading and English are studied during the afternoon. 

Questions are asked to and from the instructor. Conversation is light 

and the atmosphere, at times, is tense. 

Later in the afternoon, one of the several classes goes to the P.E. 

facility. There, they change their clothes and go outside or stay inside, 

depending on the weather. Here excercises are executed, games are played 

and laps are run. 

After the P.E. activity is completed, the students return to the 

dressing area and change back into their school clothes. The day is 

finished in the education space. 

At the end of the school day, the students clean their desks as well 

as the entire space. Chalkboards are cleaned, erasers are clapped and 

counters are cleaned. When all is finished the student goes to the storage 

bins, gets the appropriate belongins and leaves for home. 
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ACTIVITY SUMMARY 

entering _enter facility 
-travel corridors 
-enter appropriate education area 
-discard unnecessary belongings 
-light conversation 
-prepare for class 

education -instructor/student conversation 
-students move from one activity to 
another 

-drawing, singing 
-individual group tutoring 
-P.E. 

eating/recess -going to cafeteria 
-eating, relaxing 
-conversing, laughing 
-playing outside/inside 
-using restroom 
-sitting/resting 

departing -cleaning activity space 
-straightening furniture 
-gathering belongings 
-depart 

Requirements 

All education spaces should be located together in one area of the 

facility. Each should be readily accessable to the appropriate office 

and services. 

Several activities and several groups of children are all together 

in a single space. Therefore, each activity must be seperated from the 

others. 
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SECONDARY EDUCATION 

Secondary education (grades 9-12) are the final years of basic 

education. It is these years that the student is prepared for life outside 

the home and institution. Here he is prepared for college or the work 

field through academic and vocational training. 

This is the time in a person's life when transformation from childhood 

to aduUhood takes place, along with peer pressure, responsibilities and 

beginning of life long relationships. 

Behavioral Setting 

As the student goes to school in the morning, he enters the facility 

and stops at his storage bin. There jacket, gloves and cap are removed 

and placed inside and books are gathered to take to class. Time is passed 

by walking and talking with other students. Some prefere to study in 

the library or study halls. When it is time for the first class, the 
halls quickly empty. 

The student enters the instruction/learning space and finds the 

designated seat. A U around, students are idly passing the time with 

light conversation while the instructor is writing on the blackboard. 

The instructor calls the class to order and begins the day. 

Throughout the day, students go from one instruction/learning space 

to another, each time passing through gathering areas in the circulation 

space where the buzz of conversation can be heard and seen. 

At lunch time, students scatter in different directions and by 

different means. Some walk to the dining area, some drive home or to 

other eating establishments, while others walk to nearby eating 

establishments, 

After the designated time, students begin to wander back to the 

facility and gather outside the building (inside if the weather is bad), 

where they await the remainder of the day, When lunch is over, students 

begin to go to their next activity. 
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Once in the space, the students again pass the time with light 

conversation, while the instructor prepares for class by placing the 

projector in place. The visual presentation is ready when the screen 

is put in place and the lights are slightly dimmed. The lighting is kept 

so as to allow visual communication between student and instructor. 

Through out the presentation, students take notes, pass notes from 

to a friend or nod off to sleep. When the presentation is over, the 

instructor raises the lights, replaces the screen and the projector is 

again put back in storage. 

Next, the students and instructor discuss, using appropriate 

communication methods, the presentation, thus bringing an end to the 

activity. 

Laboratory 

After a few minutes break between activities, the science laboratory 

begins to fill with students. Each student becomes involed in conversation 

with some groups and does not notice the instructor getting the students 

attention. 

After role is called, the storage areas are unlocked and each group 

gets the needed beakers, microscopes, thermometers or Bunsen burners to 

perform the experiment for the day. Conversations with and between groups 

are intense. The instructor goes from one group to another to be of 

assistance in necessary. 

With a few minutes left for the activity, the instructor informs 

the students and each begin to return the equipment to the proper storage 

area and begin to clean their space. With this done, the students are 

dismissed. 

Physical Education ,̂ .̂ ^ ^ • ^ 

After all the students are in the activity space, the first few minutes 

are used by the students to change and prepare for the upcomming activities. 

During this time conversation is heavy and joking is abundant. After 
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each student has changed and placed his/her belongings in the locker space, 

the activities begin. 

During cold days or days of bad weather, the gym is used for 

excercises, games, or practicing in competitive game strategies. Other 

activities would include using the weights, using the tumbling area for 

gymnastics, boxing or excersices. During favorable weather, outdoor spaces 

are used for the same activities. 

With a few minutes left in the activity the students change back 

into their school clothes. 

If the students are ready before the next activity begins, they may 

wait in the dressing area, in the gym, or possibly outside. 
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entering 

i nstructi on/1 earni ng 

between activities 

ACTIVITY SUMMARY 

-talking to friends outside 
-enters building 
-gathers inside, conversation 
-drop off/pick up at storage bin 
-wander throughout building 
-enter instruction/learning space 

-teacher/student conversation 
-call students to order 
-discuss passed class work 
-start activity 
-concentrate on instructor 
-presentation is viewed 
-instructor discusses with video 
-discussion among students 
-students dismissed 
-students depart 

-discussion among students 
-sitting/relaxing 
-snacking 
-restroom stop 
-walking/stretching 
-entering/departing instruction/learning 
space 

lunch -students head for dining area 
-student walk/drive to eating 
ments 

establish-

laboratory 

•students return 
-gathering outside facility 
•heavy conversation 
•play games 
•waiting for next activity 
•sitting/rest 

•student enters space, light conversation 
•student/instructor conversation 
•instructor calls student to order 
•unlocks storage 
•student gets needed equipment 
•start experiments 
•conversation throughout class 
•student/instructor interaction 
•students return equipment 
•clean up work area 
-wait for end of activity 
•students dismissed 
•students depart 
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physical education -students enter dressing area 
-conversation heavy 
-go to locker space 
-changing clothes 
-go to gym, outside or other activities 
-excercise, lift weights, gymnastics, 
running, competing 

-finish activity 
-go to dressing area 
-disrobe 
-shower if needed 
-redress 
-wait for next activity 

departing -gathering belongings from storage bins 
-conversing with friends 
-making plans with friends/instructors 
-departing 

Requirements 

Each instruction/learning space needs to have storage space to store 

apporopriate equipment (audio/visual, laborator, sports, etc.) These 

spaces should be located in or directly adjacent to the spaces where the 

equipment is to be used. 

An activity spaces should be located in the same vacinity to allow 

easy access from one space to another. All spaces should be connected 

with a circulation space used for transaction from formal settings 

(education) to informal setting (student gatherings). 
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DORMITORY 

The dormitory is the place where out of town residents (as well as 

some local students) make their home. It becomes their study space, sleeping 

space and a place they can call their own. 

In this activity space, many activities happen. All these activities 

must coexist and not interfere with each other. This space becomes the 

students' and therefore must conform to each individual student's way 

of 1 i fe. 

The space is made up of several activity spaces, each will be discussed 

seperately. These spaces are living space, dining space, social space 

and hygiene. 

Behavioral Settinq 

Early in the mornning, the student is awakened by an alarm or by 

some other means. The day has begun, 

The student, still half asleep, fumbles in the dark and gathers his 

belongings for his adventure in the shower. The student, on his way to 

the shower, stops at the toilet. He then proceeds to the shower. 

After the shower, the student goes back to the living space and 

prepares himself for school. 

The student then goes to the dining space where he meets with some 

friends. Here they eat breakfast and talk among themselves, 

After breakfast, its back to the living space to pick up all the 

things needed for school, From here, a group of students walk out of the 

facility and to school. 

After school is out, the students wander back to their living spaces. 

Once there, books are deposited and outside they go to play a game of 

baseball or just play among themselves. 

Soon it is time for dinner and students begin gathering at the dining 

space where conversation is heavy and spirits are light. After dinner. 
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its to the social gathering space for a few video games and a couple of 

hours in front of the television. 

After the hours passed playing video games and watching television, 

the student finally goes to the study space and begins homework. While 

doing homework, the student stops and gets a snack down the corridor at 

the vending machines. 

When the homework has been completed, the student goes back the social 

space to see who is still up and playing. After awhile, sleep begins to 

overcome him and the student wanders back to his personal space, changes 

into his night clothes and prepares to go to bed by brushing his teeth, 

washing his face and going to the toilet. The alarm is set and student 

calls it a day. 
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mormng 

evemng 

ACTIVITY SUMMARY 

-waking up 
-getting out of bed 
-gathering belongings for shower 
-use the toilet 
-shower 
-dress for school 
-walk to dining area 
-converse with friends 
-eat 
-return to personal space 
-gather belongings for school 
-leave for school 

-return from school 
-play outside 
-come in to eat 
-play video games 
-watch television 
-return to personal space to do homework 
-prepare fo r bed 
-go to bed 

Requirements 

For most deaf and hard of hearing people, a flashing light is used 

for an alarm. Therefore the person has to adjust himself to be sensitive 

to the flashing light. For this flashing alarm to work, the space has 

to be very dark or the student may not notice it. 

The toilet/shower areas need to be relativly close to the sleeping 

spaces. The dining facility needs to be accessable to the living facility. 

The social spaces are used as a buffer between public and private spaces. 
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VOCATIONAL 
The vocational program should be designed to train the deaf and blind 

in a trade that can be developed and become a source of livelyhood after 

graduation. 

The program should include office training, cosmetology and computer 

training as well as mechanics, woodshop and commercial food services. 

Behavioral Settinq- Shops 
As the students enter the space, they go directly to their individual 

space to work on their projects. The spaces vary depending on the type 

of activity. 

Some of the students begin working on the car in the space. Equipment 

is used to remove the engine and place it on the work bench were four 

other students are working. Student interaction is heavy. In another space, 

three students are working on a transmission in the same manner. 

In the wood working shop, students again work on their own projects. 

Some are at a desk deciding what to do next. Others are busy sanding, 

nailing or painting in the appropriate spaces. 

Throughout the class time, students stop to wash their hands, get 

tools from the storage cabinet or converse with the instructor and other 

students. 

A few minutes before the next activity, the instructor tells the 

students and each begin cleaning up themselves and their work spaces. 

Behavioral Settinq- Class 
Same as nonnal learning spaces with the exception of the additional 

approriate activity. 
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work preperation 

work 

departing 

ACTIVITY SUMMARY 

-get needed equipment from storage 
-go to work space 
-prepare work space for activity 

-working on car 
-working on equipment on table 
-working at equipment 
-painting, nailing, welding 
-student/i nstructor i nteracti on 

-clean up area 
-put tools in cabinet 
-clean up self 
-prepare project for next day 

Requirements 

Safety is a major consideration in dealing with vocational work, 

especially when it involves machinery. Equipment needs to be placed at 

a distance so that it will not interfere with others. 

Activities which can be hazardous to others need to be placed where 

it will not cause such hazards. 

Storage for all the vocational spaces need to be adjacent to work 

space and the pathways between the two activities need to be safe from 

and not interfere with other activities. 
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CAFETERIA 

The cafeteria is to be used by all the persons on the premises. It 

is to be used by students, faculty and visitors (parents) during school 

hours. 

Kitchen Area 

As the workers enter the kitchen area, they each put their personal 

belongings in their storage bin. They then go about their individual tasks. 

Some of the workers begin preparing the food to be cooded later. 

Here, the wrokers go to and from the food storage and preparation space. 

Chopping, kneading, mixing, washing foods and adding spices are all normal 

procedures in food preperation. 

While the food is being prepared to be cooked, other workers are 

already boiling, baking, frying or in some other way, cooking the already 

prepared food. 

When the food has been cooded and ready to serve, it is time for 

the students to begin entering the dining area.The food is placed in the 

food warmers at eh serving line, while others prepare the washing area 

to be used as students finish eating. 

As the students begin entering, they line up in the serving line. 

One at a time is served while workers busily bring food to the serving 

lines and take empty pots and other containers to their destinations. 

This process is continious for several hours until all students and 

faculty are fed. After the first hour, the workers in the washing area 

are busy trying to keep up with the used dishes piling up in front of 

them. 

As the last few students go through the serving line, workers are 

busy cleaning up the dining area. Tables are cleaned, chairs are stacked 

and floors are swept in preperation of the next meal to be served. 
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entering 

preperation 

serving 

cleaning 

ACTIVITY SUMMARY 

-enter facility 
-enter kitchen space 
-put away personal belonging 
-prepare to work 

-washing food 
-grinding, kneading, cutting, mixing 
foods 

-baking, boiling, frying, cooking foods 
-place food in serving lines 

-serving food to students 
-bringing food to and from preperation 
area 

-disposing of food 
-deperating utensils 
-washing utensils 
-cleaning tables 
-cleaning floors 
-preparing for next meal 

Requirements 

The complete activity of the kitchen/dining takes nine well 

cooridinated staff. For the staff to function as a group, the design 

of the spaces must be appropriate. The food preperation space must have 

direct access to all storage (food and utensils). 

The cooking area must have access to the preperation space. Also, 

the layout of the equipment must be such that the numerous activities 

will not conflict with each other. 

The serving area must be designed so the students cannot interfer 

with the serving process. Also, the workers msut be given enough space 

to function properly and safely. 

The washing area must have direct access to the dining area and to 

the utensil storage. 
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»PHYSICAL FACTORS« 

CLIMATE 

The geographic location of Lubbock is 33 degrees 35' 05" North 

latatude; 101 degrees 50' 33" West longitude and at an elevation of 3,243 

feet above sea level. This puts the city in a semi- arid region due to 

the low relative humidity and rainfall (page ). This can cause the winter 

months, with the prevailing winds averaging 14 mph, to feel colder than 

usual (avg. minimum temperature for the winter is 28°). The spring and 

summer months are fairly pleasant. The average temperature for the spring 

is 59° and for the summer, 80° (though average maximum temperatures are 

75° and 94°). The prevailing winds are from the south at 13 mph, keeping 

the temperature down. (see page ) 

Lubbock is a good location for implementing passive solar design, 

for the land is flat and the existing buildings are relatively low. Sun 

angles for this area (based on 32° latatude), are 60° for December 21, 

and 120° for June 21. (see map, page ). The sun altitude angle is 35° 

max for the winter and 80° max for the summer, giving good solar penetration 

for the winter time. 

TOPOGRAPHY 

The topography for Lubbock is flat (less than 4%) and is broken only 

by the Yellowhouse Canyon which runs from the Northwest to the Southeast 

of the city. The drainage, because of the flatness, is mostly surface 

drainage, using designated streets and culverts for such purposes. 

Shown on page , is the runoff pattern for the proposed site. The 

soils in this area have good percolation qualities, (up to 6 inches/hour)3, 

so minor rains will be no problem. All surface water for this area is 

channeled, by culvert or on the street, to a playa lake east of the site 

(see page ). 2nd Place receives most of the drain off from the area 

Southwest of the site, including the residential area. From there it 
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runs down the road east of the site to its destination in the lake. (map 

page ). 

During heavy rains in May, June and July, 2nd Place and the road 

East of the site will be difficult to travel on because of the heavy 

drainage. Therefore an alternate route must be taken during these times 

of flooding (page ). 

SOILS 

On the proposed site, see page , there are 3 types of soil; Amarillo 

fine sandy loam (0-1% slope). Amarillo- Urban land complex (0-2% slope), 

and Estacado- Urban land comples (0-2% slope).^ 

Type I- Amarillo fine sandy loam- The surface layer is friable, mildly 
alkaline, fine sandly loam about 14 inches thick. From 14- 46 
inches is friable, sandy clay laom that is mildly alkaline in 
the upper 10 inches and moderately alkaline the the lower 22 
inches. From 46- 80 inches is friable, moderately alkaline sandy 
clay loam. The soil is well drained. Surface runoff is slow, 
permability is moderate and the root zone is easily pentrated 
by the plant roots.^ 

Type II- Amarillo- Urban land complex- The surface layer of the soil is 
friable, mildly alkaline, fine sandy loam about 14 inches thick. 
From 14- 46 inches is friable, sandy clay loam that is mildly 
alkaline in the upper 10 inches and moderately alkaline in the 
lower 22 inches. From 46- 80 inches is friable, moderately 
alkaline sandy clay loam. Root zone is deep and easily penetrated 
by roots, The hazard of water erosion is slight, wind erosion 
is moderate.^ 

Type III-Estacado- Urban land complex- The surface layer is friable, 
moderately alkaline, clay loam about 16 inches thick. From 16-
28 inches is friable, moderately alkaline, clay loam that has 
a few concretions of calcium carbonate. From 40- 80 inches is 
friable, moderately alkaline, clay loam that has many conctetions 
of calcium carbonate. The soil has good tiUh, is high in natural 
fertility. and is well drained. The root zone is easily penetrated 
by roots.° 

The physical and chemical properties are found in the table on page . 

»FUNCTIONAL« 

UTILITIESlO 

The Northwest edge of Lubbock is a recently developed area. Also 

much of the land has not been developed and is presently being used for 

agricuUure. The proposed site is just that. There are no utilities 
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on the site itself, but the development to the west currently has utilities. 

All the utilties that are available for public use run North and South 

under Brentwood Ave. extending up to the crossing of the unpaved road. 

TRANSPORTATION 

Public transportation in Lubbock is restricted to the citibus system 

and a few private services. And until the population allows for a more 

efficient system, the city will have to rely on the present system, Perhaps 

in the future, Citibus will serve the proposed area fully, but as of now, 

there are no services to the area. 

CIRCULATION 

Vehicular-Because of the undeveloped nature of the site, only 

neccessary streets have extended into the area, therefore, limiting 

vehicular circulation as of now. The map on page shows vehicular 

circulation around the site during peak hours- 7:30 am and 3:00 pm. 

Pedestrian- Because of uses and adjacencies to the site, pedestrian 

circulation is very important. There will be three schools in the immediate 

area causing the number of children to increase dramatically. 

One major issue that must be considered is the conflict between 

vehicular and pedestrian circulation patterns, Each must coexist on the 

same site. The map on page shows the area of high vehicular and 

pedestrian congestion. One simple way to reduce the danger is to reduce 

the speed limit. But this will not stop the congestion. The best way 

is to make the drop off and pick up area a separate location of the site, 

away from the school residential area, 

»SOCIALOGICAL INFLUENCES« 

PSYCHOLOGICAL 

A major psychological condition pertaining to the site is privacy 

and variations of privacy. Privacy is broken into degrees measured by 

distance or zones. The 4 zones are the intimate (0- 1.5 feet), personal 

(1.5- 4 feet), social (4- 12 feet) and public (12+ feet)ll. Since the 
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issue is privacy at a scale for the site, the major zones being dealt 

with are the social and public zones do need some consideration. 

Contact in the personal zone will occur mainly in the school itself 

and in the housing facility. Sitting in a classroom, for example, contact 

will be made in this zone. Contacts inside all zones will occur outside 

when the children are playing or walking haome. 

On the proposed site, there is a school to the Southwest and school 

property (future school) to the West. This would be a good opportunity 

to make a focal point from all three schools in the middle causing 

interaction and contact in the intimate and personal zones between the 

deaf, blind and normal children. 

DENSITY 

As stated earlier, the deaf and blind child, because of their handicap, 

has a feeling of isolation; that he does not belong with normal children. 

Going to school or living at a school that is isolated from the city can 

increase the feeling of isolation. One suggestion is to force activity 

around the site and pedestrian activity on the site, to make the area 

look more occupied. The obvious problem with this is the crowding and 

safety problems involving the children. 
IMAGES 

A stimulating evnironment is a key factor in stimulating activity. 

The environment does have direct effects on the activities involved, and 

deprivation of appropriate stimuli retards the growth of children.12 

This is especially true with visual and hearing impaired children. Their 

weakened senses must be stimulated constantly to keep from deteriorating, 

while their developed senses should take in an assorted array of 

information. Therefore site elements such as pathways, landscape (trees, 

hills), nodes and ground patterns are all stimulating to the deaf. Running 

water, bells, music, birds in trees and tactile surfaces are stimulating 
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to the blind. These are all elements that can be found in any part of 

the city and should be used on the site. 

COMMUNITY INTERACTION 

Interaction of any type is important to the deaf and blind. One 

way this can take place is through field trips. These can be trips to 

places such as parks, shopping centers, government buildings or hospitals. 

Any exterior exposure will help the student develop socially. The map 

on page shows a few points of interest in the city of Lubbock. 

Community interaction should mean that the community gets involved 

with the program. One forseeable interaction is the proposed facility 

and Texas Tech and Lubbock Christian College. Al so Lubbock would take 

more interest in the deaf and blind community if there were such a facility. 
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TRAVEL DISTANCES 

B«o«n*«il l* 

The a r e a c i r c l e d i s t h e a r e a which t h e l e a r n i n g c e n t e r 
w i l l s e r v e . I t i s t h e a r e a i n which most pf t h e s t u d e n t s 
w i l l come f rom. ftmF FACILITY LOCATION • 
There will also be a student draw to 
Santa Fe N.M. and Austin- other similar Q s 
facilities . 

IMILAR FACILITY 
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MlRROCK COUNTY 
endnote: 13 

This map shows the major thoroughfares through Lubbock from 
major cities. 
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1080-4 ,100 
2005-4 ,146 

1080-14 .304 
2005-14 .087 

endnote : 14 
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The map shows the increase in population of sector 5 
at 72% in the next 20 years. 
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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SOILS 
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1. TEXAS TECH 5. MAXEY PARK 
2. REDBUD SHOPPING CENTER 6. SOUTH PLAINS MALL 
3. LUBBOCK CHRISTIAN COLLEGE 7. LUBBOCK MEMORIAL CTR. 
4. HEALTH CARE VACINITY 8. HODGES COMMUNITY CTR, 

COMMUNITY INTERACTION 
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SPACE 

ADMINISTRATIVI 

OFFICE 
WAITING/ 
OFFICE 

TOTAL 

COUNSELING: 
OFFICE 
WAITING 

TOTAL 

MEDICAL/TESTI^ 

MEDICAL 
TESTING 
DR. OFFICE 
WAITING 
PHARMACY 
BEDS 

TOTAL 

EDUCATION: 

PRESCHOOL/ 
ELEM. 
J . H . S . 
HIGH SCHOOL 
CLASSROOM/ 
BLIND 
VOCATIONAL 
LAB. 
TUTORING 

TOTAL 

No. 

OCCUPT. 

31 

64 
96 

14 
10 
24 

G: 

15 
16 
8 

40 

10 
89 

433 
140 
114 

162 
100 
63 
240 
??5 

FT / 

OCCUPT 

100 

15 

100 
15 

60 
80 
107 
15 

50 

20 
20 
20 

20 
64 
20 
15 

AREA 

(net) 

3,100 

960 
4,060 

1,400 
150 

1,550 

9 00 
1,280 

860 
600 
300 
500 

4,440 

8,660 
2,800 
2,280 

3,240 
6,435 
1,250 
3.600 

28.265 

GROSS 

MULT. 

1.5 

1.5 

1.5 
1.5 

1.83 
1.52 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.03 

1.52 
1.52 
1.52 

1.52 
1.52 
1.67 
1.52 

AREA 

(gro 8 s) 

4,650 

1,440 
6,090 

2,100 
225 

2,325 

1,647 
1,946 
1,290 
900 
450 
915 

7,148 

13,163 
4,378 
3,456 

4,925 
9,781 
2,088 
5.472 

43.273 

COST/ 

UNIT 

52.50 

41.10 

52.50 
41.10 

. 

61.90 
61.90 
41.10 
41.10 
61.90 
61.90 

57.30 
• 57.00 
55.80 

56.70 
54.10 
71.80 
57.00 

TOTAL COST 

244, 125.00 

59,184.00 
$303,309.00 

110,250.00 
9,248.00 

$119,498.00 

101,949.00 
120,457.00 
53,019.00 
36,990.00 
27,855.00 
56,639.00 

$396,909.00 

754,252.00 
249,546.00 
193,403.00 

279,248.00 
529,152.00 
149,918.00 
311.904.00 

.<í? 467.421.nn 



SPACE 

:?. 

PHYSICAL ED, 
GYM 
LOCKER 
WEIGHT/ 
TUMBLE 

TOTAL 

LIBRARY: 
STACKS 
READING 
READING/ 
BLIND 

TOTAL 

AUDITORIUM: 
SEATING 
STAGE 
STORAGE/ 
DRESSING 

TOTAL 

CAFETERIA: 
DINING 
KITCHEN 

TOTAL 

DORMITORY: 
SLEEPING 
EATING 
TOILET/ 
SHOWER 

TOTAL 

NO. 

OCCUPT. 

673 
45 

25 
743 

75 
85 

50 
210 

600 
39 

FT / 

OCCUPT 

639 

450 
17 

467 

504 
390 

504 
519 

15 
90 

20 

100 
50 

20 

7 
25 

AREA 

(net) 

10,096 
4,050 

500 
14 ,'646 

7,500 
4,250 

1,000 
12,750 

4,200 
975 

5,175 

GROSS 

MULT. 

15 
200 

50 
23 

19 

6,750 
3,400 
10,150 

25,200 
8,970 

9,576 
93,746 

1.42 
1.42 

1.42 

1.32 
1.32 

1.32 

1.42 
1.42 

1.38 
1.5 

1.54 
1.44 

1.54 

AREA 

(groas) 

14,336 
5,751 

710 
20,797 

9,900 
5,610 

1.320 
16,830 

5,964 
1,386 

1,000 
8,350 

9,315 
5.100 

14,415 

38,808 
12,917 

14,747 
66,472 

COST/ 

UNIT 

54.20 
54.20 

54.20 

70.10 
70.10 

70.10 

64.00 
64.00 

38.40 

58.60 
58.60 

58.60 
58.60 

58.60 

TOTAL COST 

777,011.00 
311,704.00 

28,482.00 
$1,127,197.00 

693,990.00 
393,261.00 

92,532.00 
$1,179,783.00 

381,696.00 
88,704.00 

38,400.00 
$508,800.00 

545,859.00 
298,860.00 

$844,719.00 

2,274,149.00 
756,936.00 

864,174.00 
$3,895,257.00 



SPACE 

S E R V I C E S : 
MECHANICAL 

JANITOR 

TOTAL 

TOTAL 

MECHANICAL/ 
ELECTRICAL 

PARKING/ 
EARTHWORK 

GRAND TOTAL 

N o . 

3CCUPT. 

- -

1 , 2 0 6 

3 3 0 

— 

FT / 

OCCUPT 

8% TOTAI 
f t 

2% TOTAI 
f t 

4 2 5 

AREA 

( n e t ) 

GROSS 

MULT. 

AREA 

( g r 0 8 s ) 

1 0 , 8 5 4 

2 , 7 1 4 

1 3 , 5 6 8 

1 9 9 , 2 6 8 

1 4 0 , 2 5 0 

3 3 9 , 5 1 8 

COST/ 

UNIT 

3 6 . 2 0 

3 2 . 5 0 

TOTAL COST 

3 9 2 , 9 1 5 . 0 0 

8 8 , 2 0 5 . 0 0 

:; 4 8 1 , 1 2 0 . 0 0 

; ; l l , 3 2 4 , 0 1 7 . 0 0 

2 3 . 8 % : ; 2 , 6 7 8 , 7 7 5 . 0 0 
TOTAL 
COST 

1 9 . 1 0 ; ; 2 , 6 7 8 , 7 7 5 . 0 0 

; ; 1 6 , 6 9 7 , 9 0 8 . 0 0 
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1 

When establising criteria for a facility for the handicapped, one 

must take into account how can those handicaps be lessened by dealing 

with systems such as lighting, acoustics, noise and vibration. Standard 

criteria for these paticular systems are appropriate when designing for 

normal users, but when designing for the blind and deaf, these criteria 

must be changed to accomodate their needs. 

When one of the 5 senses is severly weakened or deadened completely, 

the next two senses in the hierarchy scale (see Background page ) have 

to compensate for it's loss. In the blind, hearing and feeling are usually 

more sensitive to help make up for the lack of sight. For the deaf, visual 

comprehension and feeling are more acute. Therefore, systems dealing 

with these three senses must be adjusted or modified to help the handcapped 

compensate for their lost sense. 

The first portion of the Systems Performance Criteria is broken down 

into three major senses it effects; sight, sound, and touch. Each criterion 

will analyzed on the basis of the senses and on the handicap. Also, the 

spaces effected will be looked at and suggestions made. 

»$0UND« 

BLIND 

All standard acoustical design methods may be used when designing 

for the blind, though the standards may need to be refined to allow for 

the clearest sound reception as possible, especially in large rooms. 

One major disadvantage the blind has in verbal communication, and 

that normal hearing persons take for granted, or is not aware of, is not 

being able to see what is being said. A considerable amount of 

comprehension is drawn from watching the lips and expressions of a speakerl. 

This the blind person cannot do, therefore ewery effort must be made to 

enhance the words and sounds transmitted from the speaker to the student. 

The best way to do this is by eliminating echoes and reducing reverberation 
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time of speech. The best way to achieve this is by the manipulation of 

sound absorbtion and reflection of walls, floors and ceilings. This is 

especially important in large lecture rooms and rooms where there is large 

quantities of hard surface materials such as hard furniture or shop 

equipment. 

Audio equipment is widly used in teaching the blind. This includes 

recording and playing recordings. An important factor in recording is 

to eliminate background noises. This includes echoes, noises from adjacent 

spaces (indoor and outdoor) and even air velocity can effect the quality 

of recordings. Much of the background noise can be eliminated by placing 

the educational spaces in more quiet and secluded areas of the facility 

and reinforcing this by the use of appropriate sound proofing and acoustical 

design. 

Impact noises are caused by the transmission of vibration from impacts 

and can travel long distrances through the structure. The most effective 

solution for impact noise is stopping them at the point of impact. This 

is easily done by the use of soft floor finishings, floating floors or 

rubber stops on door frames. These techniques combined with a heavy 

structural floor will give the best overall results.2 

DEAF 

As stated earlier in the program, most "deaf" persons are only hard 

of hearing and only 18% of the significantly hearing impaired have no 

usable hearing.3 This means the remaining 82% must use some sort of hearing 

aid. As mentioned in the Background section, intensity will do little 

good to help most of the hearing impaired because of frequency loss. 

Hearing aids only increase intensity thus increasing all sounds, including 

background noises. Therefore, background noises must be removed in the 

classroom setting and totally eliminated from the testing areas do to 
the precision equipment. 

9h 



In dealing with the deaf, the acoustical standards will have to be 

modified to decrease the reverberation to the very minumum, causing the 

rooms to become nearly "dead". This is appropriate for all smaller rooms 

such as classrooms, class conference rooms and testing rooms. It would 

be wise not to alter the larger lecture rooms because of the multi 

uses/users. Al so the deaf need to be closer to the speaker thus smaller 

rooms would be more appropriate. This is not to say the larger lecture 

rooms be acoustically under designed. 

Another method of sound reduction is through the designing of adjacent 

spaces and use of stuctural barriers. The diagram below shows a typical 

use of structural barriers (corridors, wings and glazing of the side 

opposite noise). Since noise travels in a linear fashion, these are good 

design criteria. 

M A I N ROAO 

PLAYGROUND 

S 

SCHOOL S : NOISE SOURCE 

endncte: 4 
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In any school. particulary one that houses the deaf, the uses and 

placement of windows are very important. Windows should be spaced as 

far apart as possible and while classes are in session, should be closed.5 

This gives rise to the need for an adequate forced air ventilation/cooling 

system. With the use of such a system comes the need for specializing. 

Voices carry easily from one space to another via intake air ducts. 

This can be easily remedied by the use of acoustic baffeling in the ducts 

and by avoiding straight ductwork from one space to another. 

» S I G H T « 

BLIND 

Like the deaf, most blind people have some usuable vision (80%).^ 

Therefore, lighting and signage are some of the criteria that need to 

be dealt with when designing for the blind. 

Lighting in the classroom should be used to make objects as clear 

as possible, not hiding them in shadows. Also, reflected light off a 

background wall is important in that it can either enhance the image in 

front of it or it can destroy the crisp outline of the object by blending 

with the object or distracting from the object. This shows that contrast 

is an important element and that solid, light colors should be used on 

the walls to help contrast and make lighting through out the room as even 

as possible. 

Since the visually impaired have some sight, most can see large, 

bold print and bright colors. Therefore signage for the blind should 

include these elements. The use of color is one way of designating space 

and telling the students that the space for an activity has begun or ended 

or even tell what activity is happening. Color can be manipulated in 

many ways; such as walls, (solid, delicate patterns, bold patterns) 

flooring, (color carpet, solid color floor tile, pattern floor tile) 

designations, (end of corridors, doors) ceiling, (same as floors) or 
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even lighting can be used to color code a space or path by changing the 

color and/or intensity. Also moving lights (beacons) can be used for 

warnings of danger or certain activities. Whatever the space or activity 

involved, lighting plays an important role in helping the partially blind 

use what vision they have, to over come the stigma of their handicap. 

DEAF 

When hearing becomes impaired or deadened, sight becomes the most 

important sense. Since sight becomes the major infonnation receiving sense, 

elements that make up, enhance or detour vision become crucial factors. 

This is even more so in the classroom setting for the deaf. 

A major activity in the classroom is oral speech techniques or speech 

reading. This requires the student to view the speaker at a distance of 

no more than 20 feet.^ A problem with a typical classroom design is that 

most of the lighting is natural lighting from windows, usually located 

to one side of the class. This casts shadows on the speaker's face causing 

difficulty in seeing the lips and into the mouth (placement of the tongue). 

Another problem with typical classroom design is the seating is arranged 

so that the person sitting in the front corner of the room has a horizontal 

view of about 90° to the teacher. This makes lipreading much more difficult. 

The recommended horizontal angle of vision is between 0 and 45°, still 

keeping in the 20 foot range.^ It is then suggested that over head lighting 

be used to reduce shadows casted by the side lighting. This only creates 

more problems by casting shadows from the nose across the mouth. A simple 

solution would be to shift the entire class so that the teacher faces 

the windows. "To achieve similar oral and facial brightness (oral meaning 

mouth cavity), the teacher should always look toward the major light source 

in the classroom while speaking to her hearing impaired class."^ In most 

cases the major light source is windows. These can be eye level or 

clerestory. The problem with natural light, especially that at eye level. 

io\ 



is the possiblity of distraction and inconsistancy. Over casts, trees 

or other structures can virtually eliminate the light source. It is 

suggested then that an alternative light source be used, but the question 

is where is it to be located? Over head lighting has been ruled out and 

also side lighting. The only other logical place would be at the rear 

of the room, mounted on the wall running along the ceiling. (see diag. 

below). This system can be used with adjustable (dimming) over head 

lighting. This allows the teacher to find the best intensity of lighting 

for each activity in the room. 

^ 
LK^HTS 

endnote: 10 

Since sight has to supplement hearing, techniques using video 

equipment, projectors and other visual aids may be incorporated in the 

teaching program, therefore the classroom itself must be adaptable for 

the use of such equipment. The space should have enough room to set the 

equipment up and enough distants from the viewing screen to get a proper 

projected image, even though there may be only 4 or 5 children viewing 

at one time. 

»T0UCH« 

When one of the top two senses is inhibited, the sense of touch becomes 

the second most important sense. It is the sense that warns of activities 

beyond the field of vision and ear shot through vibration. Spaces should 

be designed to appeal to this sense, especially the blind, for the blind 
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uses this sense to locate objects and to locate themselves in spaces. 

This is done by identifying tactile objects. Therefore it is the designers 

responsibility to use an appropriate amount of tactile materials to aid 

the blind in cooridinating themselves. 

Outdoor spaces are important in designing for the sense of touch. 

Nature provides an array of tactile forms to be explored by the sightless 

and enjoyed by any individual. The outdoor space can be incorporated 

in the design of interior space through the use of glazing. This is 

important in spaces other than classrooms because it can give the student 

a break from the monotony and the institutional atmosphere of the classroom. 

LIFE SAFETY 

All warning system should consist of an audio and visual system. 

The audio system should have a lower pitch and higher intensity in spaces 

where the hearing impaired will be. The visual system should be on an 

intesity as to be noticed from a substantial distance and enough of them 

to be seen from any where in the facility. 

COMMUNICATION 

Telephones accessable to the hard of hearing should be furnished 

with amplifiers and compatable to TCDs (Telephone Communication Devices). 

Also all televisions should be provided with captioning devices. 
H.V.A.C. 

The only special H.V.A.C. requirement is to keep all areas to be 

occupied with persons using hearing aids at a slightly higher humidity. 

This is to keep the static electricity down to a minimum. Also the nature 

of the devices requires a higher humidity to assure full efficiency. 
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SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

CHAIRMAN AND ASSIST. CHAIRMAN 
FOR DEAF AND BLIND EDUCATION 

4 (3 150ft^ EACH-600ft^ 

PERFORM ADMIN. DUTIES FOR OWN DEPARTMENT 

QUIET-ACCESS TO DEPARTMENT 
OFFICE. 

NONE 

36"x60" DESK-CREDENZA-BOOKSHELVES 
EACH OFFICE. 

SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

CONFERENCE ROOM 

120ft^ 

FOR USE OF CHIARMAN/ASSIST. WITH PARENTS 
OR STUDENTS. 

EASY ACCESS TO BLIND/DEAF OFFICE 

NONE 

FOR 8 PERSONS-CONFERNECE TABLE AND 
CHAIRS. 
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SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

2 DIRECTOR'S OFFICES 

200 SQUARE FEET EACH-400ft^ 

DIRECTOR PERFORMS ADMINISTRATIVE 
DUTIES. 

QUIET-ACCESS TO MAIN OFFICE. 

NONE 

36"x60" DESK WITH CREDENZA-BOOKSHELVES-
SMALL SOFA 

SPACE WAITING-DIRECTORS 

FLOOR AREA 
(net > 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTIL1TY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

ISOft' 

WAITING FOR BOARD MEMBERS, ETC 

NONE 

NONE 

FOR 10 PERSONS 
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SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

MAIN OFFICE 

300ft 

PERFORM ADMIN. DUTIES FOR ENTIRE 
FACILITY-ADMISSIONS. 

EASY ACCESS FOR VISITOR & TO 
DIRECTORS OFFICE. 

OUTLETS FOR 3 COMPUTER TERMINALS 

3 30"x54" DESK WITH TYPING STAND & 
TERMINAL STANDS. FILING CABINETS. 

SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net > 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

MAIN CONFERENCE ROOM 

150ft^ 

FOR BOARD MEETINGS & OTHER MAJOR 
GATHERINGS 

EASY ACCESS TO DIRECTOR'S OFFICE, MAIN 
OFFICE-QUIET ADJACENT SPACES. 

NONE 

CONFERENCE TABLE & CHAIRS FOR 10. 
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SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

OFFICE of BLIND EDUCATION 

250ft^ 

PERFORM ADMIN. DUTIES-FILING, INFORMATION 

EASILY LOCATED BY VISITORS/STUDENTS-
EASY ACCESS FROM CLASSES FOR BLIND. 
ACCESS TO PRINCIPAL & ASSIST. OFFICE. 

OUTLETS FOR 2 COMPUTER TERMINAL. 

2 DESKS 30"x54" WITH TYPING STANDS & 
TERMINAL STANDS. 

SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

WAITING for OFFICE of BLIND ED. 

240ft^ 

WAITING FOR CHAIRMAN & ASSIST. OF BLIND 
ED.-FOR ADMISSIONS. 

NONE 

NONE 

FOR 16 PERSONS. 
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SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

OFFICE of DEAF EDUCATION 

300ft^ 

PERFORM ADMIN. DUTIES FOR DEAF ED. 
FILING, INFO. 

EASILY LOCATED BY VISITORS & STUDENTS. 
EASY ACCESS FROM CLASS FOR DEAF. 
ACCESS TO PHATRMAM í, ASSTST. OFFTrF 

OUTLETS FOR 2 COMPUTER TERMINALS. 

3 DESKS 30"x54" WITH TYPING & TERMINAL 
STANDS. 

SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

WAITING for OFFICE of DEAF ED. 

300ft^ 

WAITING FOR CHAIRMAN & ASSIT. OF DEAF 
ED.-WAITING FOR ADMISSIONS. 

NONE 

NONE 

FOR 2 0 PERSONS. 
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SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

COUNSELING-ACADEMIC 

10 (a lOOft^ EACH-lOOOft^ 

CONFERING WITH STUDENT AND/OR PARENT. 

PLEASANT AS POSSIBLE FOR STUDENT. 
SOUND PROOF EACH OFFICE. 

NONE 

10 DESKS-30"x54"-FILES-EXTRA CHAIR 
FOR EACH OFFICE. 

SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
( net ) 

DESCRÍPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

WAITING FOR ACADEMIC COUNSELOR 

lOOft^ 

WAITING AREA FOR PARENT & STUDENT. 

NONE 

NONE 

FOR 10 PERSONS. 
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SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

COUNSELING-PSYCH. 

400ft^ - 4 @ 100 EACH 

TO ACCOMODATE FOR FULL TIME OR PART TIME 
DR.-CONFER WITH STUDENT & PARENT. 

QUIET-EASY ACCESS TO ENTIRE FACILITY-
SOUNDPROOF WALLS. 

NONE 

36"x54" DESK-CREDENZA-FILES 
BOOKSHELVES EACH OFFICE 

SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

TESTING ROOM-BLIND 

5 (3 210ft^ - 630ft^ 

EXAMINATION OF BLIND STUDENT FOR 
PLACEMENT & EVALUATION. 

ROOM NEEDS TO BE AT LEAST 2 0ft 
LONG FOR EYE EXAM. 

OUTLETS FOR TESTING EQUIPMENT, 

CABINETS-EXAM CHAIR-EXAM EQUIPMENT 
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SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

TESTING FOR BLIND-DR. OFFICE 

2 @ 100 EACH-200ft^ 

TO ACCOMODATE PART TIME OPTOMETRIST OR 
FULL TIME. 

ACCESS TO TESTING AREAS. 

NONE 

36"x54" DESK WITH CREDENZA-BOOKSHELVES 

SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

OFFICE FOR BLIND/DEAF TESTING 

200ft' 

TO KEEP FILES ON PATIENTS AND PERFORM 
SECRETARIAL DUTIES FOR TWO FIELDS. 

NONE 

OUTLETS FOR 1 COMPUTER TERMINAL 

2 30"x54" DESK WITH TYPING STAND-
COMPUTER STAND-FILES 
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SPACE 
1" • • ! — 1 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

'^ESTING for DEAF-DR. OFFICE 

3 @ lOOft^ - 300ft^ 

ACCOMODATE FULL TIME OR PART TIME 
AUDIOLOGISTS 

ACCESS TO TESTING AREA-OFFICE 

NONE 

35"x54" DESK-CREDENZA-BOOKSHELVES 

SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

TESTING for DEAF-ASSIST. OFFICE 

360ft^ 

HELPING IN TESTING & EVALUATION of 
TESTS 

DIVIDE SPACE INTO 3 INDIVIDUAL SPACES 

1 COMPUTER TERMINAL OUTLET 

3 DESK/WORKSTATIONS 
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SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

TESTING ROOM-DEAF INFANTS 

450ft^- 3 @ ISOft^ 

TESTING INFANTS HEARING AND EVALUATION 
WITH PARENTS. 

BACK GROUND NOISE LESS THAN 30 dB-
ENJOYABLE ATMOSPHERE TO KEEP INFANT'S 
TNTFRFqT^ 

OUTLETS FOR TESTING EQUIPMENT 

PLAY AREA-EXAM TABLE AND SOFA CHAIRS 
FOR DR. AND PARENTS. 

SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

TESTING ROOM-DEAF CHILD. 

200ft^- 2 @ lOOft^ EACH 

TESTING OF OLDER CHILDREN WITH PARENT 

ENJOYABLE ATMOSPHERE-AVOID 
"STERILE" LOOK. 

OUTLET FOR TESTING EQUIPMENT 

CABINETS-EXAM CHAIR-CHAIRS FOR 
DR. AND PARENT. 
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^'^^^^ LIABRARY OFFICE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

300ft^ 

RECORD KEEPING AND ADMINS. DUTIES 
OF LIBRARY. 

SOUND PROOF WALLS-LARGE PORTION OF 
WALLS GLASS FOR SECURITY REASONS. 

OUTLET FOR 1 COMPUTER TERMINAL 

1 DESK 36"x54"- 2 DESK 30"x50" WITH 
TYPING STANDS-COMPUTER TERMINAL-FILES 

SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUÍREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

GYM-OFFICE 

300ft^ 

ADMINS. DUTIES OF GYM & ACTIVITIES OF 
GYM. 

PARTITION OFFICE INTO 3 PORTIONS. 

NONE 

3 DESKS 30"x50"-CREDENZA WITH TYPING 
STAND. 
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SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

INFIRMARY OFFICE 

400ft' 

PERFORM ADMIN. DUTIES FOR INFIRMARY 
FIL NG-KEEPING FILES ON PATIENTS. 

KEEP SPACE PLEASANT-NOT NECESSARILY 
"STERILE". 

2 TERMINAL OUTLETS 

3 DESKS WITH TYPING STAND-FILES 

SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

WAITING for INFIRMARY 
, . • • • — • • — - • ' " - • , •• !„^ 

600ft^ 

WAITING AREA FOR SICK, VISITORS AND 
COMPANIONS. 

SAME AS OFFICE 

NONE 

FOR 2 0 PERSONS. 
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SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

INFIRMARY-DR. OFFICE 

300ft - 3 (a lOOft^ 

FOR FULL TIME AND PART TIME PHYSICIANS 
TO PERFORM ADMINISTRATIVE DUTIES 

ADJACENT TO INFIRMARY OFFICE-EASY ACCESS 
TO ALL INFIRMARY SPACES-COMFORTABLE, EASILY 
EONFORMS TO INDIVIDUAL NEEDS. 

NONE 

36"x54" DESK WITH CREDENZA-BOOKSHELVES 

SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

PHARMACY 

300ft^ 

STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTION OF ALL MEDICATION 

ADJACENT TO INFORMARY OFFICE- HIGH SECURITY 

NONE 

SHELVES-STORAGE BINS-COUNTER FOR 
DISTRIBTION-FILES 
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SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQU1REMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

MEDICAL EXAM ROOM. 

400ft^- 4 @ lOOft 

MEDICAL EXAM FOR ALL STUDENTS. 

ACCESS TO INFIRMARY OFFICE AND DR. 
OFFICE. 

OUTLETS FOR EXAM EQUIPMENT-HOT/COLD 
WATER-CONSTANT AIR EXCHANGE. 

EXAM TABLE-SEATING FOR PARENT-
SINK-EXAM EQUIPMENT. 

SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net ) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

PATIENT BEDS 

500ft^- 5 @ lOOft^ 

RECOVER FROM ILLNESS, 

2 BEDS/ROOM-DIVIDER BETWEEN BEDS 
QUIET ADJACENT SPACES. 

CONSTANT AIR EXCHANGE-NO AIR RECIRCULATION 

ADJUSTABLE BED-CLOSET-VISITOR SEATING 
NIGHT STANDS-EACH BED. , 
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SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net ) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

PRESCHOOL AGE 3-6 

2880ft^- 5 @ 576ft^ 

DAY SCHOOL PROGRAM-PLAY, SLEEP, 
LEARNING PROGRAM. 

LOW SOUND TRANSMISSION-THRU WALLS-
SOUND PROOF AREA FOR EACH SPACE. 
ADJACENT ENCLOSED OUTDOOR SPACE. 

SINK/FOUNTAIN EACH SPACE. 

SOFT FURNITURE FOR DAYROOM AREA. 
TABLES FOR LEARNING AREA. 

SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

CLASSROOM-BLIND 

3240ft^- 8 (3 405ft^ 

CLASSROOM SETTING 

NONE 

NONE 

DESKS-22/SPACE-TEACHER DESK 
1/SPACE 
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SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

ELEMENTARY CLASSROOM-DEAF 

5780ft^- 6 @ 963ft^ 

OPEN CONCEPT FOR EACH GRADE. 
ACCESS TO OFFICE AND CAFETERIA. 

ABLE TO DIVIDE EACH CLASS WITH PARTITIONS 
DIVIDE SPACE FOR ACTIVITIES-CLASSWORK 
ART, MUSIC, ETC. 

LIGHTING ACCORDING TO SYSTEM CRITERIA 
SINK/FOUNTAIN FOR EACH SPACE. 

SEATING FOR 50 PERSON EACH SPACE 
36"x50" TEACHING DESK. 

SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

J.H.S. CLASSROOM-DEAF 

2800ft^- 6 @ 467ft^ 

CLASSROOM SETTING 

ACCESS TO OFFICE AND CAFETERIA 

LIGHTING ACCORDING TO SYSTEMS CRITERIA. 

SEATING FOR 23 PERSONS. 36"x50" 
TEACHER'S DESK. 
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SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

HIGH SCHOOL/JR. HIGH LAB, 

875ft' 

LAB FOR ANIMAL STUDY, CHEMISTRY-
BIOLOGY 

AREAS FOR GROUP WORK, TABLE FOR 
MICROSCOPE WORK. 

SINKS, CHEMICAL SINK, EMERGENCY FACE 
WASH, OUTLETS FOR EACH WORK STATION. 
GAS AND AIR LINES. 

WORK BOOTHS, LAB EQUIPMENT, TEACHER 
DESK, LAY OUT WORK TABLE. 

SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

ELEMENTARY LAB 

375ft^ 

STUDY IN BIOLOGY AND EARTH SCIENCE 

WORK GROUP AREA. 

HOT/COLD WATER-AIR LINES. 

SINKS, WORK TABLES FOR 15 PERSONS 
TEACHERS DESK. 
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SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

TUITORING ROOMS 

3600ft^- 24 @ 150ft^ 

TO SEPERATE SMALL GROUPS FOR MORE 
INDIVIDUAL TEACHING. 

ADJACENT TO APPROPRIATE SPACE. 

NONE 

TABLE FOR SITTING 5 ON ONE SIDE. 

SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

COOKING CLASS 

•? 2 425ft" - 200ft^-CLASSROOM 
225ft -KITCHEN 

TRAINING FOR PERSONAL AND COMERCIAL 
COOKING TECHNIQUES. 

REMOVABLE PARTITION BETWEEN KITCHEN 
AND CLASS ROOM SPACE. 

POWER OUTLETS FOR RANGES, DISPOSALS, FANS, 
REFRIGERATORS, DISHWASHER. EXTRA OUTLET=£ 
AT COUNTER LEVEL. HOT/COLD WATER. 

APPLIANCES NOTED ABOVE-SEATING FOR 10 
STUDENTS, LAY-OUT TABLES. 
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SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

HIGH SCHOOL-DEAF 

2280ft^- 6 @ 380ft^ 

CLASSROOM SETTING 

ACCESS TO OFFICE AND CAFETERIA. 

LIGHTING ACCORDING TO SYSTEMS CRITERIA. 

SEATING FOR 19 PERSONS-DESK 36"x50" 
FOR TEACHER. 

SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTIL1TY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

COMPUTER PROGRAMING 

330ft^ 

TRAINING IN TERMINAL OPERATION AND 
PROGRAMING. 

NONE 

OUTLETS FOR 15 TERMINALS-HIGH 
AIR EXCHANGES. 

DESK WITH COMPUTER STAND FOR 15 PERSONS 
36"x50" TEACHER'S DESK. 
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SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

TYPING ROOM 

330ft' 

TRAINING IN TYPING SKILLS 

NONE 

FLOOR OUTLETS FOR 15 TYPEWRITERS 

DESK WITH TYPING STAND FOR 15 PERSONS 
36"x50" TEACHER'S DESK. 

SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net ) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTIL1TY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

SEWING ROOM 

350ft^ 

TRAINING IN PERSONAL AND COMMERCIAL 
SEWING TECHNIQUES. 

EXTRA SPACE FOR TABLE LAYOUTS AND 
FITTING AREA. 

FLOOR OUTLETS FOR 11 SEWING MACHINES. 

SEWING TABLES WITH SMALL DESK ARE FOR 
11 PERSONS-36"x50" DESK. 
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SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net ) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

WOOD SHOP 

2000ft^ 

TRAINING IN WOODWORKING 

DESIGNATED SPACES FOR EACH ACTIVITY-
CONSTRUCTION, PAINTING ETC. 

ACCESSABLE TO AUTO SHOP-HIGH AIR 
EXCHANGE WITH EXTRA FILTERED RETURN 
AIR 

AS REQUIRED 

SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

MECHANICS-AUTO SHOP 

3000ft' 

AUTO REPAIR-SMALL ENGINE REPAIR 

DESIGNATED SPACES FOR EACH ACTIVITY-
ADJACENT TO OUTDOOR SPACE 

POWER SERVICE FOR APPROPRIATE EQUIPMENT-
HIGH AIR EXCHANGE-APPROPRIATE PLUMBING 

AS REQUIRED 
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SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

DINING 

6750ft^ 

EATING-SOCIALIZING BY EVERYONE IN FACILITY 

NONE 

NONE 

TABLES, CHAIRS FOR 450 PERSONS 

SPACE KITCHEN 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 3400ft' 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

PREPARATION, SERVING OF FOOD-WASTE DISPOSAL, 
UTENSIL CLEANING 

DESIGNATED SPACES FOR COOKING, SERVING, 
CLEANING-DIRECTLY ACCESSABLE TO DINING 
AREA 

POWER TO ALL EQUIPMENT-OVENS, STOVES, REFRIG-
ERATIORS, FREEZERS, ETC. - HEAVY VENTELATIO^ 
WHERE REQUIRED 

AS REQUIRED 
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SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

GYMNASIUM 

10,096ft' 

EXERCISE - COMPETATIVE SPORTS- INFORMAL 
GATHERING 

DESIGNATED SEATING SPACE FOR 650 
PERSONS-ADJACENT TO DRESSING AREA 

NONE 

SEATING FOR 650 PERSONS-SPORTS EQUIPMEN 

SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

DRESSING/SHOWER 

4050ft^ 

PREPARE FOR P.E. CLASS-SHOWER, PREPARE 
FOR OTHER CLASS 

SPACE FOR DRESSING-SPACE FOR SHOWER 
LOCKER SPACE 

HIGH AIR EXCHANGE 

SHOWER FIXTURES-LOCKERS-BENCHES 

\u 
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SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

WEIGHT ROOM 

ISOft' 

WORKING OUT WITH FREE WEIGHTS-
UNIVERSAL MACHINE 

FLOOR TO WITHSTAND PRESSURE OF WEIGHTS 

NONE 

WEIGHT EQUIPMENT 

SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

TUMBLE 

350ft^ 

EXERCISE, GYMNASTICS 

NONE 

NONE 

PADDED FLOOR MATS 
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SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

SPORTS EQUIPMENT STORAGE 

300ft^ 

STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTION OF SPORTS 
WEAR AND EQUIPMENT 

NONE 

NONE 

STORAGE BINS, STORAGE SHELVES 

SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net ) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

SHOP STORAGE 

150ft^ 

STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTION OF TOOLS/ 
EQUIPMENT 

NONE 

NONE 

STORAGE BINS, TOOL CABINETS 

\bb 
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SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

LECTURE HALL 

900ft^ 

FOR LARGER GROUP PRESENTATION-USE OF 
VISUAL PRESENTATION 

RESERVE ENOUGH SPACE INT THE FRONT 
FOR SPEAKER/PRESENTATION, ENOUGH SPACE 
IN REAR FOR PRESENTATION EOUIPMENT 

OUTLETS IN FRONT AND REAR OF SPACE 
FOR USE OF SPECIAL PRESENTATION EQUIP. 

SEATING FOR 60 PERSONS 

SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

BACKSTAGE DRESSING 

250ft' 

FOR PERFORMERS TO READY THEMSELVES 
FOR STAGE APPEARANCE 

NONE 

OUTLETS FOR HAIRDRYERS ETC 

SEATING, INDIVIDUAL DRESSING BOOTHS, 
MIRRORS. ETC. ^ 
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SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

STAGE 

975ft^ 

FOR PERFORMANCES OF MUSICAL CONCERTS, PLAYS 
REHERSALS 

SHAPED TO OPTIMIZE PERFORMANCE NEEDS (IN TK 
ROUND, THRUST ETC.) - HIGH ENOUGH TO HOUSE 
ALL SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT 

OUTLETS FOR SPECIAL PROPS-COLORED LIGHTING 
FROM ABOVE-SPECIAL LIGHTING FROM ABOVE-HIGH 
AIR EXCHANGE TO DISIPATE HEAT FROM LIGHTING 

LIGHTING AND SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT 

SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

BACKSTAGE STORAGE 

2 
750ft (gross) 

FOR USE OF STORING AND CONSTRUCTING PROPS 

DIRECTLY ACCESSABLE TO AND FROM STAGE-
SOUND PROOF 

OUTLETS FOR EQUIPMENT USED-EXAUST SYSTEM 
TO VENTILATE HEAT AND FUMES 

NONE 
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SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
( n é t ) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

AUDITORIUM SEATING 

4 2 0 0 f f 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

TOCIRCULATE AND SEAT AN AUDIENCE 

ACOUSTICALLY SOUND FOR STAGE PERFORMANCES-
SEATING ARRANGEMENT TO GIVE OPTIMUM VIEWING 
THROUGH OUT-ACCESSIBLE FOR PUBLIC USE 

HIGH VENTILATION TO EXPEL HEAT FROM AUDIENCE 
-HIGHLY ACOUSTICAL SURFACE MATERIAL-ADJUST-
ABLE LIGHTING, CONTROLLED FROM BACKSTAGE-
SPOTLIGHTS FROM REAR 

SEATING FOR 600 PERSONS 

SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

BLIND READING ROOM 

lOOOft^ 

USED BY BLIND TO READ "TALKING BOOKS"-
READ BY USE OF THE OPTICON 

SOUND PROOF SO NOISE WILL NOT ESCAPE OUT 
INTO MAIN LIBRARY-WHEELCHAIR ACCESSABLE 

OUTLETS FOR SEVERAL OPTICANS AND TALKING 
BOOKS-HIGH AIR EXCHANGE TO VENTILATE HEAT 
FROM EQUIPMENT. 

TABLES, CHAIRS AND STUDY SPACES FOR 2 0 
PERSONS 
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SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

LIBRARY-STACKS 

7500ft' 

FOR DISPLAYING ALL VOLUMES AVAILABLE 
TO STUDENTS 

QUIET-ACCESSABLE TO READING AREA 
AND CHECK OUT AREA-WHEELCHAIR ACCESSABLfe 

KEEP HUMIDITY HIGH ENOUGH TO REDUCE 
STATIC ELECTRICITY 

BOOKSHELVES, READING DESKS AND CHAIRS 

SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net ) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

LIBRARY-READING 

4250ft^ 

ASSIGNED READING, RESEARCH AND SOME 
CLASS ASSIGNMENT-LEESURE READING 

QUIET, ACCESSABLE TO STACKS AND 
CHECK OUT AREA-WHEELCHAIR ACCESSABLE-
ADJACENT TO TUTORING ROOM 

NONE 

DESKS AND CHAIRS FOR 75 PERSONS, 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY SPACES. 
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SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

SLEEPING SPACE 

25,200ft - 252 @ lOOft^ EACH 

FOR SLEEPING 
TWO PERSONS 

PERSONAL STORAGE, PRIVACY FOR 

CAPABLE OF BEING MADE PERSONAL BY THE 
STUDENTS-ALL CLOSET SPACE AND STORAGE ACCESS 
ABLE BY YOUNG CHILDREN-ACCESSABLE TO DINING 
AREA-WHEELCIIAIR ACCESSABLL 

AUDIO/VISUAL FIRE ALARM FOR EACH SPACE 
OUTLETS FORPERSONAL USE 
LAVTORIES IN EACH SPACE 

TWO BEEDS, CLOSET SPACE AND STORAGE FOR TWO 
PERSONS 

SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUÍREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

TOILETS/SHOWERS 

9576ft 63 @ 152ft^ EACH 

PERSONAL HYGIENE FOR EIGHT PERSONS 

ALL SPACES WHEELCHAIR ACCESSABLE-ADJACENT 
TO SLEEPING AREA 

PLUMBING FOR TWO TOILETS AND THREE SHOWERS 

TWO TOILETS, THREE SHOWER ASSEMBLIES 
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SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

LOBBY 

3000ft^- 2 @ 1500ft^ 

GATHERING SPACE FOR SEPERATED MALE/FEMALE 

COMFORTABLE-ACCESSABLE TO DORM ROOMS 
APPEALING TO STUDENTS 

OUTLET FOR T.V. AND TELEPHONES 

LOUNGE FURNITURE, T.V., VIDEO GAMES 

SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTTVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

1 

LOBBY 

2 
2250ft 

INTERACTION OF BOTH MALE/FEMALE-ENTR;^ JCE TO 
LIVIGN FACILITY-LINK BETWEEN MALE/FEMALE 

INFORMAL GATHERING SPACE FOR MALE/FEMALE 
INTERACTION 

NONE 

LOUNGE FURNITURE 
-
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SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

DINING SPACE 

4500ft' 

EATING, CONVERSING, INFORMAL GATHERING 

NONE 

OUTLET FOR MICROWAVE, OUTLET FOR SOFT DRINK 
DISPENSER, OUTLET FOR MILK DISPENSER 

CHIARS/TABLES FOR 300 STUDENTS 

SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTTVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

KITCHEN SPACE 

2300ft^ 

PREPERATION, SERVING OF FOOD, WASTE DISPOSAL 
UTENSIL CLEANING 

NEED SPACES FOR COOKING, CLEANING, SERVING-
DIRECTLY ACCESSABLE TO DINING AREA 

POWER FOR ALL EQUIPMENT-OVENS, STOVES, 
REFRIGERATOR FREEZER ETC. 

95 REQUIRED. 

Ib? 
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SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

JANITOR SPACE 

2 
2714ft (gross) 

STORAGE FOR JANITOR SUPPLIES-DESIGNATED 
OFFICE SPACE 

LOCATED THROUGHOUT FACILITY AS NEEDED 

PLUMBING AND FIXTURE FOR JANITOR SINK-
HIGH VENTILATION 

SHELVES, STORAGE BINS, LOCKERS, CABINETS, 
CLOSETS 

SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

MECHANICAL SPACE 

2 
10,854ft (gross) 

HOUSE ALL INTERIOR MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT 

SOUND PROOF WALLS, LOCATE IN PART OF 
FACILITY WHERE VIBRATION WILL CAUSE THE 
LEAST DISTURBANCE 

POWERS SUPPLY FOR ALL EQUIPMENT AS REQUIRED 

AS REQUIRED 
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SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

BOOK ROOM 

315ft' 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

STORAGE/DISTRIBUTION OF TEXT BOOK TO 
INSTRUCTOR 

NONE 

NONE 

BOOKSHELVES 

SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

FACULTY LOUNGE 

450ft^ 

CASUAL CONVERSATION, EATING, PAPERWORK 
RELAXING 

READILY ACCESSABLE TO MAIN OFFICE-
DESIGNATED SPACE FOR FOOD PREPERATION 

OUTLETS FOR COFFEE MAKER; 
MICROWAVE 

LOUNGE FURNITURE, SMALL CONFERENCE 
TABLE 
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SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

BOOK ROOM 

315ft^ 

STORAGE/DISTRIBUTION OF TEXT BOOK TO 
INSTRUCTOR 

NONE 

NONE 

BOOKSHELVES 

SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

FACULTY LOUNGE 

450ft^ 

CASUAL CONVERSATION, EATING, PAPERWORK 
RELAXING 

READILY ACCESSABLE TO MAIN OFFICE-
DESIGNATED SPACE FOR FOOD PREPERATION 

OUTLETS FOR COFFEE MAKER; 
MICROWAVE 

LOUNGE FURNITURE, SMALL CONFERENCE 
TABLE 

L 
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SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net ) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

FURNISHINGS 

PARKING 

140,250ft (gross) 

PARKING FOR 180 FACULTY 150 STUDENTS 

20% PARKING SPACE FOR HANDICAPPED 

SECURITY LIGHTING 

NONE 

SPACE 

FLOOR AREA 
(net) 

DESCRIPTIVE USE 

SPECIAL SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SPECIAL 
UTILITY 
REQUÍREMENTS 

FURNiSHINGS 

STORAGE - GENERAL 

2 
SOOOft (gross) 

STORAGE OF EQUIPMENT, FURNITURE ETC. 

LOCATED THROUGHOUT FACILITY AS NEEDED 

NONE 

STORAGE BINS, CLOSETS, CABINETS. 
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" ^ H?iL"M " « • " o ' " ^ : - rôi 'ar f : , the deaf and b h - d , wnen placed -r the 

'"'*-'- i~ c h c j systeiTi, sepimed to - v/e a •íH-í-e d i f f - icu l t t ime leaf-mng anc 

- - 5 , i n g u.nth 5urroundinc conGit- iors. " - e m t e n t of t h i s projecL is to p"iace 

- ' -ea. 3ri(j b l ind stude:-- (a ?-21) i r an environrneni : ; - 3 U S ^ V t o tne'r-

^ - - ' - ' 3 nzí:.- l ea rmng C5pah'"";-.ies. This env i rcn ren t ) tc ce f o c j s e d on the 

--• - ' i ' the deaf anc Cl ind, imust ce? l cornD"'ate1y w i th the =ctwi t - !es p'r.-'r.so 

-y the f a c u l t y and sc^oo l o f f i c i a l s . 

Lĥ T DEVELnOMrr ,-

-••r./ r a i u.ittks '..Mere used in the deve'ccrnent of •modular classroo-fins. This 

was done -in ho^e to oc ta in tne optTp-iUm Hrrangement and nLimber of s tud^n ts 

in any one gr "his 3.'-rangeiTient would cons-ist of the M +• . 1 , - . . - -3 

, - ! = r c: >-,-. assr oms OT appro.:.:;imate i y i u c í r j-ith ha l lways and corr-Jdo^-s fo'-

c i r c u l a t i o n . = ut a ^ t - r real-Jiing the need fo r tne t eache r ' s f reedom, tne 

bas ic concsp t soon ch-ar ngí 

'-'ne f tne imoHt •mentToned comirnents in tne ='rograrri under Goa"i zs'Z 

•'JZ:}.izxV-- e^ is t h a t they u.;sre not a r ch^ tec tu ra ' issues. They 'í..ie*-e rríore 

-ps i - ' tu t ' cna l ÍS 'JSS which snnu'id oe deal t w i t h by the scnool o^^f-ic-a^s and 

f a c u l t y . Th i I would have -c agree upon, but never the less . they are s t i i " , in 

•my rnind, the iTiore iiTiPortant issues. Unless these issues s re deal t with^ the 

dea^^'/blind ch i ld îTiay S weT be p/soed in a pub' ic scnool . T-ie e'-npnas's 

pl-acec upon tne f a c u l t y involverfient in dea":ing w i th the issues, is tne bas-îc 

c r i t e r i o n fo r rry conc' Pt C v/ílnp-Tie'-t "'̂ or 1' is the facu' i ty and the 

scec is ' i zea TP.3ching progrsrr.s and methods t h a t makes the c-'-'^ef-ence 

between the regL;''ar school and spec-ialized schoo"! fo r the desf and b"iind = 

T í -e re fo re , the bu i l t envi'^-onment i tse ' i f sno- ld be d i c t a t ed by the 

ip t i t u t i o n ' s programed ac t i v i t - i es : 

^ro îTi TTi du la r c'.sssroorn des-'gn, began deve'op^ng o^en schoo"! concepts , 

w-ith as ^e* in- i t ia l c i rcu la t - ion r s s t r i c t i o n s as p o s s i b ' i . suggest ing spaces 

fo r s c t i v i t i e s th rough the use of cei '^ng heigi- ts and le'...'e'i changes and 

try-ing to keep the i-rsin c^ rcu la t ion Paths out of the way of other ac t iv i t - ies . 

Eacn space, th rough tne use of a gr^d systei-n on the oei l ing. can oe 

iTsnipu'iated and s r r a n g e d by hung o a r t - t i o n s 5' wide. These csn oe 

>-s'Hti. 'e'r easy t o change. Through ne use of th is part- i t ion-ng syrtsiTi , 
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•-'"dusi /p to his or 

^wM-ualiie h-;i or ner space, thus mak:ng - r-ore 

• way of te?ching. Also i t can o-a aseo to create a 

-"'SriZed spaoe •'̂ or .an" • îv 
tÍTTie. 

a'-uivity f - r a relat ively short period of 

n the pv-ogram, much smphas^s is places on individual tutor^ng 'oroL 

='Pro:.n r>Y ; 

'̂-or oonr = -,t. 
;). "^his, of course, could not be accomplished in the open 

nerefore, tos nsec for clsssroom sait ing does a--ise. " " e 

-r iinur-, class sett ing would De one tnat can be broken down inn this oase by 

- , - n Po.t i .Mj i is! Tí-om !o-iO psrsons, to o or 'sss and st iT sat-fsfy ths 

requ-^remsnts s ta-sd in ths program. (20' max. from teachs* to fs - thest seat 
snd mria::.;, •^5, 

U •'O^-Tzontal ang's of vision) 

Hecauss of tns open SHCOOÍ oonce?: ano largs open SPSOSS w-th fs!*i 

b rrie>-5, ths s t ruc tu ra l systsn: nas to be lc-ig z^,-^,r^^ usmg minimal ano 

sometirnes irregular gr--n support, To acooiTiodate thess cr^t^er-s, fe l t the 

space frar-:s systeim wou d best SU-Í the Situation. 

1. I t has long span with n t t le weight. 

2. I t can bs canti levered with use of Support. 

3.- I t can span long oistances with ' - t t ' s dep^h. 

4. I t oan .be used with r-"regul.sr sapport patterns. 

5. Hsignt can be easily varied in any o-'-sotk.n = 

5. I t represents cont-nuity wh-'ch • S nseded throi'gnout ths fac i l i t y . 

'i'ne space frarne covering the outdoor space is ussd to t ie al l the act iv i t iss 

togethsr a'iid to fonT! cont inui ty. Tha red pitched ''^'oof' represents t'ns old 

fasmon rad school houss. 

•As for the concrets p-sn s t r i jc ture, i t is Li'Hsd to sp.an between two 

la tura l , outside aress (courtyards). I wantso ths rristsi-ial O'-ganic as '.")s" 

so using the pan ceilmg to continue the gric pat tern a;tc to suggest tne 

oonnsction between the courtyards. The "tree" coluiTns are exactly that , 

aga-m t iemg ons two courrysrds together i-nakii-g the space between tnerr 

a cont inuat ion of the two. 

psr t i t i ' : 

e:;-;terior walls, l ike the ints--icr waHs, are hung steel pr-nsl 

(again, anothsr aavantags of the spsce fra^Tie syst&rn). The 
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'•~-'iûr^f9f^*î;rp7p pir|.:;ed for t'..- : o'^ferent reasons: to "T"'en the bijilding. I 

*'antec to stay s.way fro'm earthtones tc 'make the ou"ild"ing T.ore interest 'ng 

^'^d a^musmig to the syel -identm-ication. "ze bnght yellow is used on the 

'"'=t f loor to aid the bT:nt! m locat ion. Also each major act iv i ty -is cclor 

' - - -G sase in ths -iaentificat-on : f act iv i ty and bu'lding. 

isxture is useo throughout the fac ih ty to a 

blmd and for visual rel ief for the Í 

can bs -SPH *, 

n tne circulat-O:- of the 

OiOr ta;;<ture anid i..*.i3ll te:;-;turs O'oth 

'tcs d i f ferent act-'./it-es. The sâ n-is goss for the use of 
colors and 'i-igntiv '3 smcs rnost o" ^'ersijns s; j ts ly blina. 
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